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Abstract

“Asante Kete Drumming: A Musical Analysis of Meter, Feel, and
Phrasing” centers around three primary contributions: 1) synthesizing the
published literature on Kete, 2) establishing frameworks for analysis through a
close study of the dawuro timeline, and 3) analyzing Attah Poku’s pedagogical
version of one Kete piece – Kuakuanisuo. Additionally, it delivers an argument
for representing the main body of Kete drumming in a ternary-quadruple meter
equivalent to 12/8, felt in the half-time 2-feel. While the most substantial musical
analysis of Kete to date – James Koetting’s 1970 UCLA masters thesis –
primarily serves to document alignment of instrumental parts, this thesis seeks to
build from the Kete scholarship of Nketia, Koetting, Anku, Younge, and Ampene,
and move towards an ethnographically informed musical analysis of Asante Kete
drumming, focused on meter, feel, and phrasing.
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A BRIEF PRIMER ON ASANTE KETE

Akan / Asante
United by closely related culture, language, and history, the Akan people
live primarily in Ghana and Côte d’Ivoire, and include the Asante, Akwapim,
Akyem, Bono, Denkyira, Fante, Kwahu, and others (Kwadwo 2002: iv). The
Asante people mainly reside in the Ashanti Region of Ghana – the geographic
center of the broader Akan area – and speak the Asante dialect of the Twi
language1. The Asante are known for their robust traditional governing system –
headed by the Asantehene (Asante King) and Asantehemma (Asante Queen
Mother) from Manhyia Palace in Kumasi, the capital of the Ashanti Region.

Figure 1. Map of Akan (Yellow) and Asante (Green) Areas in Ghana.
Original image from goooglemaps.com, Akan and Asante boundaries drawn by author.

“Asante” is the correct and original spelling, translating to “because of war” (Kwadwo 2002: iv).
“Ashanti” is a corruption of the original spelling, and is currently used as the official name of the
Ashanti Region, one of Ghana’s ten administrative regions. This work uses “Asante” throughout,
except when referring specifically to the “Ashanti Region”.
1
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Kete
The term Kete simultaneously refers to a specific set of instruments, the
music played by those instruments, and the dance performed to that music.
Originally existing exclusively within Asante royal court system, Kete is now
heard at funerals, weddings, and “cultural” displays2. Kete performances maintain
a strict dress code signifying social hierarchies – only chiefs and queen mothers,
for example, can dance Kete while wearing sandals; other dancers should dance
barefooted.
While Kete is performed throughout Akan, this work centers on Kete in
Asante with a focus on the regional capital Kumasi – the current hub of the Kete
tradition. Kete constitutes one part of the broader Asante dance-drumming
repertoire – including Adowa, Akɔm, Apirede, Fɛntɛmfrɛm, Mpintin, Nnwonkoro,
Sikyi, and others.

Kete Repertoire
Kete contains at least twenty distinct pieces, each with its own history,
purpose, and specific musical content: Abɔfoɔ, Adaban, Adabanka, Adabremua,
Adinkra, Adowa Kete, Akatape, Akɔkono Bɛtɛɛ, Akwadwom, Akyakyakuntuo,
Apɛntɛ, Asɔkɔre Mampong, Kuakuanisuo, Kyeremateng, Kyeretwie,
Kyɛnkyɛnhene, Mmɔguo, Ɔhene Kɔ, Srɛsrɛ Bi Di, and Wɔfa Ata.
2

Many Asantes use the English term “culture” to designate so-called “traditional” dancedrumming, such as Kete and Fɛntɛmfrɛm, from relatively newer musical styles such as highlife,
Azonto, and hiplife – styles exemplifying increased influence from the Americas and Europe.
Kwasi Ampene also provides a word of caution on the term “traditional”, noting that Asante
musical tradition is “dynamic and not static” (Ampene 2005: 10).
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Kete Instruments
The Kete ensemble uses seven instruments: kwadum lead drum, apentema
hand drum, petia stick drum, aburukuwa stick drum, donno hourglass-shaped
tension drum, dawuro iron bell, and ntorowa gourd rattle3. Four of the Kete drums
– kwadum, apentema, petia, and aburukuwa – are traditionally covered in red and
black-checkered cloth. While the music of Kete once included drums, vocal
preludes, and reed pipes, vocal preludes have now become rare, and reed pipes
appear to have gone extinct.

Figure 2. The Instruments of the Kete Ensemble.

3

In performance settings, the dawuro, ntorowa, and donno are placed behind the red and blackcheckered Kete drums.
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Ketefoɔ Nie
Ketefoɔ nie – translating to “these are the Kete drummers” – introduces the
people who live and breathe the Kete tradition. These are the people who play
Kete for a living, who play Kete because of their ancestry, or who play Kete as a
side-hustle. These are the people at the heart of the evolving tradition: the people
who phase out the old and create the new. These are the people who have learned
Kete from their forefathers, who embody the Kete tradition in the present, and
who will pass it on to the next generation.
These are the people who bestowed their knowledge of the Kete tradition
on me during my many trips to Ghana. We’ve shared hotel rooms, chopped fufu
and light soup together, and squeezed in trotros for long treks across the country.
These are the talented groups and individuals who made this project possible.
The following section is not meant to be a complete list of all Kete
drummers or ensembles, but rather, an introduction to the individuals and groups
that I directly worked with in the course of this project. In the literature, many
authors delve straight into cultural or musical analysis of Kete, skipping over
individuals who actually play the music. While a tradition such as Kete clearly is
larger than any one person or group, I contend in this study that the people who
create the drumming and dancing itself should be at the foreground of any
discussion of Kete. So here they are – ketefoɔ nie…
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EMMANUEL ATTAH POKU

Figure 3. Attah Poku Playing the Kwadum at Tufts University, 8 Aug. 2017..

Attah Poku is a prominent lead drummer from the Ashanti Region of
Ghana. Born and raised inside the walls of the Asantehene’s palace, Poku began
training with his grandfather when he was only five years old, and joined the
Asantehene’s Fɛntɛmfrɛm ensemble when he was ten. Before moving to the USA,
Poku worked as lead drummer for the Amamereso Agofomma Folkloric Troupe
at the Centre for National Culture in Kumasi. Poku now directs the Kiniwe
ensemble at Tufts University and is the Artistic Director of the Agbekor Drum
and Dance Society.
I first met Attah Poku in 2011 when David Locke introduced me to Kwasi
Ampene, who then introduced me to Poku. Since then, Poku has been my primary
teacher of Asante drumming, my research assistant in Ghana, my band mate, and
my friend.
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CENTRE FOR NATIONAL
CULTURE

Figure 4. CNC Folkloric Troupe Dancing Kete, 30 Apr. 2013.

CNC Kumasi & Amamreso Agofomma Folkloric Troupe
Acting Director: Barimah Asumadu Sakyi
Former Director: The Late Dr. S.F. Agyei (RIP)
Deputy Director for the Performing Arts: Anita Boateng Fordjour
Former Deputy Director for the Performing Arts: Nana Sarfo
Dance Instructor: Kwame Frimpong-Manso (Agoroba)
Assistant Dance Instructor: Asuo Kwame
Former Dance Instructor: Daniel Annan Sackey
Group Leader: Bismark Asuming (Doctor)
Assistant Group Leader: Eric Owusu
Drummers: Prince Adu-Donyinah (Boomba), Philip Owusu Agyemang (Agyan),
Thomas Osei Akoto, Benjamin Andoh (Yench), Bismark Asuming (Doctor),
Ernest Domfeh, Elvis Opoku Dwumfour, Yaw Frimpong (Ayawei), Osei
Kwabena, Isaac Opoku (Old Dogg), Eric Owusu, Emmanuel Attah Poku, Patrick
Asamoah Sarkodie (Patisco).
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Male Dancers: Samuel Aboagye (Vasco), John Kofi Boame, Prince Agyenim
Boateng, Edwin Kwame Bonsu (Awee), Suleman Jedderk (Awudu), Asuo
Kwame, Bani Rainer.
Female Dancers: Vera Addai (Dufie), Comfort Addo (Mummy), Martha
Amankwaa (Sala), Mabel Serwaa Ampem, Mercy Ansere (Adwoa Serwaa),
Eunice Adusa Boadu (Kyerewaa), Esther Nyarko, Veronica Osei (Akua Serwaa),
Victoria Osei (Kokofu), Theresa Abena Owusuaa, Linda Osei Pokuaa, Susanna
Pokuaa, Martha Afriyie Yeboah.
Amamreso Agofoma is the resident folkloric troupe of the Centre for
National Culture in Kumasi. Kete is one component of their large dancedrumming repertoire, which includes a variety of Asante styles (Fɛntɛmfrɛm,
Adowa, Nnwonkoro, Sikyi, Akɔm, etc.), as well as Ewe, Dagomba, Ga, and
djembe styles from Mali and Senegal.
I have been fortunate to have the Centre for National Culture as my home
base for my 2011-2016 fieldwork in Ghana. A majority of my time in Kumasi has
been spent rehearsing on the dwaberem main stage, performing at funerals,
weddings, and corporate events with Amamreso Agofomma, interning at Brother
James Acheampong’s drum carving workshop, and chopping rice at Sister Yaa
Baby’s spot in Bantama.
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ERNEST DOMFEH

Figure 5. Ernest Domfeh and Myself, 15 Sep. 2011.

Ernest Domfeh was my first Kete teacher on my first trip to the Ashanti
Region in 2009. He was also my Twi teacher during my 2012-2014 fieldwork.

PHILIP AGYEMAN

Figure 6. Philip Agyeman (right) Playing Bomaa, 4 Mar. 2013.

Best friend of my teacher Attah Poku, Philip Agyeman has shown me
endless hospitality and has taught me much about the history of Asante dancedrumming.
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NANA SARFO

Figure 7. Nana Sarfo, 14 Sep. 2012.

Nana Sarfo, former Deputy Director of the Performing Arts Department at
the Centre for National Culture, Kumasi, holds a deep knowledge of Asante
culture. A living embodiment of the Asante oral history tradition, Sarfo taught me
about Kete’s origins, and inspired years of follow up research.

JOSEPH BOAMAH (FOREMAN)

Figure 8. Foreman and Myself Attending a Wedding, 29 Dec. 2012.

Joseph Boamah, commonly as Foreman, is a retired lead drummer from
the Centre for National Culture’s folkloric troupe. A senior drummer and elder to
the current members, Foreman holds deep historical knowledge about Asante
dance drumming, and directed me towards working with Asanteman’s original
Kete groups at Ankaase, Nkwantakese, Tafo, and Kokofu.
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NSUASE KETE GROUP

Figure 9. Nsuase Kete Group, 18 Jan. 2014.

Group Members (with instrument played in photo)
• Attah Poku (Aburukuwa)
• Olai Gabriel (Kwadum)
• Philip Agyeman (Apentema)
• George Kwaku Dua (Petia)
• Theophilus Baidoo (Ntorowa)
• Naa Kwame (Dawuro)
• Stephen Osei Opoku (Donno)
Nsuase Kete is one of the premiere Kete groups in Ghana. The group was
formed in 1980-1981 by Nsuase Poku, the Asantehene’s linguist, and Auntie
Maggie, grandmother of current member Philip Agyeman. Nsuase recorded an
album for Lyrichord Discs, Inc. in 2007, “Asante Kete Drumming: Music from
Ghana”.
After a generous introduction from Attah Poku, I was fortunate to be able
to perform regularly with Nsuase at funerals, weddings, and festivals during my
2011-2016 fieldwork in Ghana.
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MPASATIA KETE GROUP

Figure 10. Mpasatia Kete Group. Photo by Kwasi Ampene (Ampene 2014: 141).

Ketehene: Nana Agyei Boahen
Group Members (with instrument played in photo)
• Yaw Asamoah (Aburukuwa)
• Kwadwo Boateng (Aburukuwa)
• Fosu (Aburukuwa)
• Kofi Owusu (Apentema)
• Kofi Yeaboah (Petia)
• Osei Kwame (Kwadum)
• Abena Boadiwaa (Ntorowa)
• Asare Bediako (Dawuro)
• Atta Marfo (Donnota)
• Kwadwo Asante, Yaw Oppong, Kofi Tuo, Kwaku Fori, Kwame Darko,
and Kwasi Nkrumah.
The Mpasatia Kete Group is the Kete ensemble of the Asantehene. During
the reign of Osei Tutu I, they were given land at Mpasatia to build their own
town. Membership in the group is based on lineage – one must be part of the
family to play in this particular Kete ensemble. The Mpasatia group travels to
Otumfuo’s palace to play Kete during important durbars and other special palace
festivals.
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ANKAASE KETE GROUP

Figure 11. Ankaase Kete Group. 13 Jul. 2013.

Owner: Bafour Yaw Boateng, Ankaasehene
Group Leader: Ɔpanin Kwabena Afram
Second in Command: Akwasi Ofori
Group Members (with instrument played in photo)
• Akwasi Afre (Aburukuwa)
• Daniel Opoku (Kwadum)
• Augustine Osei Owusu (Apentema)
• Kwabena Ofori (Petia)
• Kwabena Afram (Donno)
• Akwasi Ofori (Dawuro)
In 1927, R.S. Rattray listed the three musical components of Kete as
drumming, singing, and reed pipes (Rattray 1927: 282-283). By the time J.H.
Kwabena Nketia wrote the seminal Drumming in Akan Communities of Ghana in
1963, he notes the decline of the singing of vocal preludes for Kete, which had
once been sung to help listeners understand meaning embedded in the drumming
(Nketia 1963: 129). One notable exception to this trend, the Ankaase Kete Group
– as of 2015 – enjoys the reputation as the only Kete group in Asante that still
sings vocal preludes before drumming.
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NKWANTAKESE KETE GROUP

Figure 12. Nkwantakese Kete Group, 13 Jul. 2013.

Owner: Nana Boakye Yam, Nkwantakesehene
Gyaasehene: Nana Agyenim Boateng
Senior Player: Charles Wiafe Akenten
Group Leader: Nana Kofi Boahen, Ketehene
2nd in Command: Kwame Appiah Agyei
Group Members (with instrument played in photo)
• Kwame Appiah Agyei (Aburukuwa)
• Nana Kofi Boahen (Kwadum)
• Salahudeen Kabiru (Apentema)
• Adu Poku (Petia)
• Boateng Ebenezer (Ntorowa)
• Thomas Opoku (Dawuro)
The Nkwantakese Kete Group, one of the original Kete ensembles in
Asante, is led by Nana Kofi Boahen, brother of Centre for National Culture
drummer Osei Kwabena. They remember some of their forefathers of Kete in
Nkwantakese as Ɔpanin Krakyi, Kofi Owusu Ansah, Bless Bonsu, Attah Kofi,
Anthony Owusu, Obi Abrokwa, Kwaku Kyeremateng, and Anthony Poku.
According to Nana Agyenim Boateng, Gyaasehene, chiefs originally danced
exclusively to Fɛntɛnfrɛm, and Kete served as dance music for queen mothers.
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TAFO KETE GROUP

Figure 13. Tafo Kete Group, 20 Jul. 2015.

Royal Patron: Nana Agyen Frimpong, Tafohene
Owner: Charles Osei Bonsu
Group Leader: Yaw Amponsah
2nd in Command: Akwasi Sekyere
Group Members (with instrument played in photo)
• Akwasi Sekyere (Aburukuwa)
• Yaw Amponsah (Kwadum)
• Kofi Yesu (Apentema)
• Richard Ntim Asumadu (Petia)
• Charles Osei Bonsu (Dawuro)
• Frank Dwumfour (Donno)
According to Kwasi Ampene, Kete originally belonged to the Tafohene
before Osei Tutu I defeated him and took his Kete drums to Kumasi (Ampene
2016: 140). Charles Osei Bonsu, playing dawuro in the photo above, tells the
same story with a prequel, saying a Tafo chief (Tafohene) named Adabanka had
also captured Kete through war – likely from a rival state such as Denkyira or
Gyaman. Over time, well after the Asantehene captured Kete from Tafo, he
eventually allowed Tafo to reestablish their Kete group. The Tafo Kete group lists
their forefathers as Ɔpanin Bula, Ɔpanin Tonton, Ɔpanin Kwaku Manu, Ɔpanin
Bekyɛ, and Ɔpanin S.K., noting that they do not play Kete on Fridays as they use
that day to remember their ancestors.
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KOKOFU KETE GROUP

Figure 14. Kokofu Kete Group, 23 Jul. 2015.

Owner: Barima Offe Akwasi Okogyesuo II, Kokofumanhene
Group Leader: Kwabena Boateng
2nd in Command: Owusu Bempeh
History Teller: Kwaku Simtim
Group Members (with instrument played in photo)
• Kwaku Simtim (Aburukuwa)
• Owusu Bempeh (Kwadum)
• Asare Bediako (Apentema)
• Kwabena Boateng (Petia)
• Osei Kwame Samson (Dawuro – left)
• Kwabena Nketiah (Dawuro – right)
• Kofi Duah (Ntorowa)
Kokofu Kete Group History Teller Kwaku Simtim holds a wealth of
information about the history of Kete. His captivating stories tell of the
mysterious origins of this royal dance-drumming. Simtim’s story includes a
hunter named Kuma Kuma getting completely lost during an expedition into the
forest, monkeys playing music on drums with drumheads made of green leaves, a
gun, and a desperate, pregnant animal, pleading for her life. To learn a deep
history of Asante Kete drumming, I would highly recommend visiting Kwaku
Simtim in person in Kokofu.
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SUMA AHENKRO ROYAL
CULTURAL TROUPE (GYAMAN)

Figure 15. Gyaman Kete Group, 23 Jul. 2016.

Group Leader: Tyson Agboada
District Coordinator: Adane George
Group Members: Sawiri Bernard Jr., Sawiri Bernard Sr., Obeng Daniel,
Frimpomaah Emelia, Appiah Hubert, Tekyi Isaac, Enoch Adu Kwabena.

DUNKWA KETE GROUP
(DENKYIRA)

Figure 16. Dunkwa Kete Group, 3 Aug. 2016.

Owner: Nana Obeng Nuako III, Dunkwahene
Asokwahene: Nana Amankwatia
Group Leader: Ofori Dunkwa
Group Members: Nkrumah Adasa, Akwasi Anane, Nana Antwi, Osei Gifty,
Ruben Luther, Kwame Owusu, Nana Owusu.
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AHENEMA CULTURAL GROUP

Figure 17. Ahenema Cultural Group in Harlem, NYC, 8 Jul. 2017. Photo by Elana Cohen-Khani.

Owner: Nana Acheampong-Tieku, New York Asantefoɔhene
Group Members (with instrument played in photo)
• Yankees Man (Aburukuwa)
• Atta Kofi (Kwadum)
• Horla Kutte (Apentema)
• Kwame Owusu (Petia)
• Francis Akotuah (Dawuro – left)
• Ben Paulding (Dawuro – right)
• Richard Dwomoh (Donno)
• Particia Afriyie (Dance)
Group Members (not pictured): Nii Boye, Frank Agyeman Duah, Gloria Nyame,
Akwasi Poku, Joyce Serwaa.
The Ahenema Cultural Group is the premier Ghanaian drum and dance
ensemble of New York City. Based out of the Bronx, Ahenema consists of
professional musicians and dancers from the Ashanti Region of Ghana. Many of
the members, prior to moving to the United States, were employed in the
government sponsored Ammamreso Agofomma Folkloric Troupe at the Centre
for National Culture in Kumasi.
I have regularly performed with the Ahenema Cultural Group at funerals,
weddings, and other events since returning to the USA from Ghana in 2014.
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MICHAEL OFORI

Figure 18. Michael Ofori After Kete Program in Sharon, MA, 20 May 2017.

Michael Ofori – AKA Mickey – grew up in Bantama, playing Kete with
Kumasi’s Palace Players. Ofori received his BFA in Dance and Theatre from the
University of Ghana, and performed with the Ghana Dance Ensemble and the
National Theatre of Ghana while living in Accra. He then received his MA in
African Studies from Ohio University, and is currently pursuing his MFA in
Theater Education at Boston University.
A close friend and roommate of mine, Ofori and I have spent countless
hours discussing West African dance-drumming. Ofori and I have talked about
Asante aesthetics, innovation in the Kete tradition, significant drummers and
dancers, Twi language, beat and meter, juxtaposition of binary and ternary feels,
and my never-ending fascination with location of the beat in Adowa. While some
of these conversations are referenced explicitly in this work, all our discussions
over the years have informed my sensibilities of West African music with which I
prepare this project.

1
PERSONAL INSPIRATION / REASON FOR WRITING
The music of Asante Kete is absolutely incredible. I can honestly say that
I’ve never encountered anything rivaling the power, energy, and sheer
awesomeness of the drumming, singing, and dancing of the Asante royal court.
Myself a lifelong drumset player and percussionist, I was first drawn into Asante
music by it’s technical complexity – it’s unbelievable sophistication only elevated
by the apparent coolness and ease with which even young Ghanaian children
seem able to perform.
Kete is first and foremost an Asante oral/aural tradition – Kete drummers
perform free from written notation, making Kete’s rhythmic intricacy all the more
impressive. A formidable body of written scholarship on Kete has amassed over
the past ninety years, however, featuring the work of African, American, and
European scholars alike: Kwasi Ampene, Willie Anku, James Koetting, J.H.
Kwabena Nketia, and Paschal Younge, to name a few. As Locke wrote about his
book with Ewe drummer Godwin Agbeli, I intend for this study to contribute to
an international discourse on African music, serving as “part of an ongoing
knowledge-sharing effort by [...] Africans and non-Africans” (Locke 1992: 9).
My work focuses on the musical organization of Asante Kete drumming –
a force to be reckoned with, and an aspect of Kete not yet fully done justice in the
literature. By translating select rhythms from the vast Kete drumming repertoire
into staff notation, I aim to bring the “comparative perspective” championed by
Kofi Agawu to the scholarly study of Asante dance drumming (Agawu 2016:
156).

2
OVERVIEW OF THESIS
This masters thesis is the culmination of three years of graduate study with
Professor David Locke at Tufts University, two years of working as teaching
assistant to Professor Attah Poku’s Kiniwe West African drum and dance
ensemble, two summer field research trips to Ghana (2015, 2016), and two
additional years of independent fieldwork in Ghana immediately before
matriculating into graduate school (2012-2014). My work seeks to further the
existing scholarly understanding of Kete by conducting a Lockean-inspired
musical analysis of the complex Asante dance-drumming music of Kete.
Reading the literature on Kete in preparation for writing this thesis, two
observations quickly came to mind: 1) in comparison to other Ghanaian dancedrumming styles, there is a relatively large amount of published scholarly material
on Kete, and 2) these works tend to exist largely independent of each other, often
not citing each other. My opening chapter, Nananom Nie – translating to “these
are our forefathers” – attempts to utilize the wealth of published information on
Kete and synthesize the written material in a way that these authors are put into
dialogue with each other. My literature review focuses on R.S. Rattray’s Religion
& Art in Ashanti (1927), J.H. Kwabena Nketia’s Drumming in Akan Communities
(1963), James Koetting’s Analytical Study of Ashanti Kete Drumming (1970),
Nsuase Kete and Joseph Kaminski’s Asante Kete Drumming (2007), Paschal
Younge’s “Music and Dance Traditions of Ghana” (2011), and Kwasi Ampene
and Nana Kwadwo Nyantakyi III’s Engaging Modernity: Asante in the TwentyFirst Century (2016). The concept of this chapter is to establish a baseline of
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fundamental knowledge about Kete from which my subsequent chapters seek to
build. Directing readers to previously published sources for background when
necessary, my study proceeds directly to addressing issues of meter, feel, and
phrasing without re-hashing information that has already been documented.
Many of the primary theoretical contributions of this project lie in
Chapter Two, where five analytical frameworks are derived through a close
analysis of the standard Kete dawuro pattern. Building on Nketia, Koetting, Anku,
and Younge’s work documenting meter and phrase shape in Kete, I present
pedagogical Twi text for the standard Kete dawuro – taught by Stephen Osei
Opoku – positing this text as ethnographic evidence for downbeat and meter in
the bell pattern. After citing Agawu to discuss the merits of utilizing notation and
analysis to discuss African music, I present an argument for Kete in 12/8 meter,
utilizing Michael Spiro’s philosophy of meter in Afro-centric music, and my own
concept of “The Coexistence Factor”. I then discuss the importance of perceiving
Kete in the half time 2-feel, discussing the proverb “the chief walks; he is not in a
hurry”, as documented by Nketia in 1963. The chapter closes with an analysis of
two Kete timeline phrase shapes crucial to understanding the rhythmic
organization of Kete dance-drumming. Chapter Two ultimately serves to set up
five frameworks for analysis: 1) Twi dawuro text, 2) 12/8 meter, 3) 2-feel, 4)
standard Kete dawuro phrase shape, and 5) ntwamu phrase shape.
Building on the theoretical frameworks from Chapter Two, the final
chapter of my thesis presents an in-depth study of one single Kete piece:
Kuakuanisuo. Positing Attah Poku’s pedagogical version of Kuakuanisuo as a
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standard version, Chapter Three analyzes all seven instrumental parts for
Kuakuanisuo using the frameworks discussed above, with a focus on meter, feel,
and phrasing. A majority of Chapter Three discusses the kwadum lead drum.
Drawing on material from my undergraduate study in music performance, I cite
jazz drumset player Bob Moses’ concept of resolution points as a framework for
understanding Kuakuanisuo kwadum drumming. I then divide Poku’s pedagogical
kwadum repertoire into two families, with labels cultivated in partnership with
Boston-based Kete drummer Michael Ofori: A-section: “Mainline”, and Bsection: “Landing on the Beat” (Nsisisoɔ), both of which have a subset of sections
we labeled “Digging Inside” (Tutu Mu) where the kwadum creates space for the
support drums to shine. The chapter closes with discussions of generative lead
drum composition – citing Agawu and Locke, -- lead drum parts for dance, and
Nzewi’s concept of the essential unilineal theme. Last but not least, a full score of
Kuakuanisuo is presented.
The primary contribution of this thesis is to advance the existing musical
analysis of Kete available in the published literature. Musical analysis of Kete,
discussed in Chapter One, has been undertaken by Nketia, Koetting, Anku, and
Younge. Building on the work of these scholars, this project presents original
contributions in meter, feel, and phrase shape. My project also attempts to delve
deeper inside kwadum than previous studies, including analysis of resolution
points, form, motifs, and generative composition in Kuakuanisuo kwadum
drumming.
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METHODOLOGY
The information on Kete presented in this thesis was primarily gathered
during years of private study, participant observation, and working as a teaching
assistant with Centre for National Culture lead drummer Emmanuel Attah Poku4.
The following section discusses issues related to the acquirement and presentation
of knowledge from the Asante oral/aural tradition and its translation into written
formats: 1) bi-musicality, 2) fieldwork, 3) transcription & analysis, and 4) Twi
language studies.

Bi-Musicality
Although somewhat out of vogue in early 21st century ethnomusicology, I
am still drawn towards Mantle Hood’s concept of bi-musicality as an essential
method for gaining understanding of “a foreign music”5 (Hood 1960: 55). Hood’s
philosophy champions learning to perform music as a requisite gateway to theory
and analysis, stating, “the training of ears, eyes, hands, and voice and fluency
gained in these skills assure a real comprehension of theoretical studies” (55). As
I spent over a decade playing drumset and percussion before my introduction to
the music of Ghana, my academic studies of Asante music have naturally found
home in bi-musicality. The pursuit of fluency in Asante drum performance has
proven an effective method in my studies: drumming for Asante royalty has
4

I use the term “participant observation” infrequently and with reservation. As a performing
musician in multiple genres and music cultures, I prefer to think of my engagement with Kete
wholly as “participation” and not fundamentally different from my involvement other styles of
music I perform and study.
5
One outdated and problematic aspect of Hood’s argument is his reliance on terms such as
“foreign”, “oriental”, “occidental”, and “alien”. More recent scholarship has acknowledged the
global, postmodern reality “where distinctions between cultures, scholars, informants, subjects,
objects, selves, and others [are] increasingly blurred” (Barz and Cooley 2008: 11).
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earned me respect among Kete performers, traveling throughout Ghana and its
diaspora with Kete groups has provided ethnographic insight into the culture
surrounding Asante music, studying under Attah Poku has given me awareness of
Asante teaching pedagogies, and performing Kete music has yielded invaluable
inroads to comprehension of alignment of instrumental parts, metric structure,
progression of tempo and form, and aesthetics of Asante performance6.

Fieldwork
Gone are the days when ethnomusicologists believed they could conduct
impartial research in the field with no impact on the people or cultures studied –
what Alan Merriam once heralded as “sciencing about music” (Merriam 1964:
25). Scholars now understand, as Timothy Cooley and Gregory Barz write in
Shadows in the Field, “the experimental method imperfectly called “fieldwork,”
[is] a process that positions scholars as social actors within the very cultural
phenomena they study” (Cooley and Barz 2008: 4). Aware of their impact in the
field and the field’s impact on them, researchers such as Deborah Wong and
Michelle Kisliuk embrace this new fieldwork, promoting performance
ethnography “reflexive and aware of its own medium”, intertwining the personal
story of the researcher with the ethnographic account of the particular music
culture in study (Wong 2008: 79). Similarly cognizant of their affect on the field
and determined to harness their influence for good, ethnomusicologists such as
Anthony Seeger and Jeffrey Summit advocate methodologies of advocacy to

6

To witness my progress towards bi-musicality in action, see video Nkwantakese Kete Group
video from my 2015 fieldwork at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zotDxhjJOAA
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“pursue social justice and give back to the people with whom we work” (Summit
2015: 199).
Fieldwork – in a broad sense of the term – has constituted a vital
component of my pursuit of bi-musicality and ethnographic understanding of
Asante Kete7. Not limited to the geographic location of Asante or even Ghana in
general, I adopt Michelle Kisliuk’s definition: “although we may imagine a
“center” to our research area, the field is a broad conceptual zone united by a
chain of inquiry” (Kisliuk 2008: 189). In my case, the imagined center of my
fieldwork emanates from the Centre for National Culture in Kumasi throughout
Asante and the broader Akan area of Ghana; the broader conceptual zone includes
its diasporic communities in the Bronx (NY), Hartford (CT), and Worcester
(MA). Fieldwork informing this thesis has included private lessons with Attah
Poku, performance with the Agbekor Society and the Ahenema Cultural Group in
the Ghanaian diaspora, and ten trips to Ghana over the course of ten years –
including a period where I lived in Kumasi for two years of sustained fieldwork.

Figure 19. Carrying Apentema with the Nsuase Kete Group, 6 Oct. 2012.
7

Problematizing the “false binary of the insider/outsider, colonial baggage, and empiricism still
lurking behind a solidly humanistic [...] ethnomusicology”, Deborah Wong adopts an immensely
wide notion of fieldwork, claiming “insiders are both anyone and everyone, and the field is
everywhere and nowhere” (Wong 2008: 77, 83).
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The Role of Transcription & Notation in Analyzing African Music
Issues of transcription and notation have been fiercely contested for
decades in the ethnomusicological literature on sub-Saharan African music – Kete
is no exception. James Koetting resisted putting Kete into meter altogether,
stating “traditional Western notation is an inadequate descriptive tool” for Asante
drum music (Koetting 1970: 22). While Koetting has legitimate concerns about
staff notation’s inherent predilection for representing pitch and duration, his
concerns about meter – namely that it imposes an underlying organizational
structure that doesn’t exist in most African music – have been refuted by
Ghanaian ethnomusicologist and Princeton professor Kofi Agawu. In The African
Imagination in Music, Agawu argues for a comparative study of African rhythm
focusing on its logical organization: “although no less enchanted by African
rhythm, [I] conclude that the complexity of African rhythm is a rational
complexity; that there is indeed a “one”; that there are on- and off-beats, meter,
and periodicity” (Agawu 2016: 156). Despite the opposition of non-African
scholars such as Koetting, Agawu notes that “many born-in-the-tradition scholars
continued to use staff notation” – evidenced by the Kete transcriptions of Nketia,
Anku, and Younge (191).
Citing the lack of outcry over using the Roman alphabet to write African
languages, Agawu claims the issue is not whether or not to employ written
notation, but for what purpose it serves. If notation can “shed light on such things
as the role of repetition, the question of meter, the interplay of timbres, and the
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internal dynamics of polyrhythm”, then Agawu fully supports its use (191).
Aiming to end a long debate in the field of African ethnomusicology, Agawu
claims the time for debate on notation is over: “it is no longer productive to ask
whether one should notate African music. All forms of notation have their
limitations, of course, but this is a universal problem rather than a specifically
African one” (191).

TWI LANGUAGE STUDIES
Inspired by the studies of Faith Conant and James Burns – two nativeEnglish speaking American ethnomusicologists who gained deep ethnographic
understanding by fluently learning to speak Ewe during their studies in Ghana and
Togo – I have studied the Asante Twi language throughout the course of my
fieldwork8. My language studies, albeit more limited than the scholars noted
above, have proven a beneficial method in learning about Asante Kete. First and
foremost, speaking Twi has earned me respect and friendship from Asante and
Akan people in Ghana and the diaspora, and has facilitated my travel and research
in the field. Twi has enabled me to translate Kete drumming proverbs, and has
broadly helped me understand the Asante culture that Kete is situated in. While I
am still not fluent in Twi, I can speak enough to greet friends, order food, take a
taxi, and make somewhat comedic Twi speeches at Ghanaian events in the
diaspora. To my Twi teacher Prof. Prince Obiri-Mainoo at Boston University,
meda wo ase paa. Nkakra nkakra, akokɔ bɛ num nsuo.

8

See Faith Conant’s “Adjogbo in Lome: Music and Musical Terminology of the Ge” (1988) and
James Burns’ “Female Voices from an Ewe Dance-Drumming Community in Ghana” (2009).
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NOTATION KEY
The notation used in this thesis is a modified version of the notation
system developed for my 2015 article “Kete for the International Percussion
Community”9 (Paulding 2015: 176). Most instruments are transcribed on a twoline staff, the lower line representing a lower-pitched bounce stroke, and the upper
line representing a higher-pitched “ka” stroke, played with a temporarily
tightened drum skin. The notation is designed to reflect a number of binaries in
Asante musical technique and aesthetics: louder/less loud, bounce/press,
normal/tightened, and flammed/single.
Dynamics: Louder & Less Loud – While professional players such as
Attah Poku can utilize a wide range of dynamics, there are generally two essential
relative volume levels available for any given instrumental part in Kete: louder
and less loud10. In this notation system, regular noteheads are played loud by
default; all strokes are played loud unless otherwise noted. The less loud strokes
are written in parenthesis when occurring occasionally. In kwadum transcriptions
that utilize frequent changes between louder (keseɛ) and less loud (ketewa)
strokes, two staves are used: a full size staff for the loud strokes, and a small staff
below for the less loud strokes11. Note: this does not address overall ensemble
volume, which often increases as tempo increases – whatever volume the full

9

This section is only meant to describe my notation system, not to teach instrumental technique.
For technical instruction on how to perform the strokes on this notation key, see Koetting 1970
and Paulding 2015.
10
Dynamic levels “loud” and “less loud” adopted at the suggestion of Kwasi Ampene (K. Ampene
pers. comm. 1 Aug. 2017).
11
Throughout this paper, two Twi terms suggested by my teacher Attah Poku are used to describe
musical dynamic levels: keseɛ, meaning big/loud, and ketewa, meaning small/less loud.
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ensemble is playing at, the two relative dynamic levels, described above, are
utilized within individual parts.
Playing Technique: Bounce & Press – This notation represents bounce
strokes as regular noteheads, and press strokes as X noteheads12.
Playing Technique: Normal & Tightened – Three of four of the red-andblack checkered Kete drums – aburukuwa, kwadum, and petia – utilize two-line
staves designed to reflect the binary of normal and tightened drum skins.
“Normal” describes a relatively lower pitched sound, same as the bounce stroke,
and is notated on the bottom line. “Tightened”, what I called an “attack stroke” in
my 2015 Kete article, is produced by tightening the skin with one drumstick, and
playing a bounce stroke with the other drum stick. This relatively higher pitched
stroke is notated on the top line.
Additional Techniques – Flams are played with both sticks at the same
volume and with the first of the two strokes on the beat – similar to the conga
approach to flams noted by Michael Spiro (Spiro 2006: 109-110). For this study, I
call this an “African Flam”. Additionally, the notation key shows notation for a
drum roll (single stroke roll), most often played on the kwadum lead drum.
Vocables – The vocables presented on the notation key below are adapted
from a 30 May 2017 private lesson with Attah Poku at Tufts University. He
presented these vocables in singing the instrumental parts for Kete piece
Kuakuanisuo; I extracted them stroke by stroke for this notation chart. During the
lesson Poku made a point to stress that there is no standard system of vocables in

12

In my previous writing, I utilized the terms “open” and “mute”. In this project, I’ve adopted
Locke’s more descriptive terminology of “bounce” and “press”.
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Kete – the vocables he presented are his style, other drummers would likely have
their own styles.

Figure 20. Notation Key.
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CHAPTER ONE
Nananom Nie: Literature Review
Introduction
This review of the literature on Kete focuses on works by R.S. Rattray,
J.H. Kwabena Nketia, James Koetting, Willie Anku, W. Ofotsu Adinku, Joseph
Kaminski, Paschal Younge, Emmanuel Cudjoe, and Kwasi Ampene. These
authors have established a substantial body of written information on Kete but yet
there is still no comprehensive analysis of this literature. This chapter compiles a
foundation of knowledge on Kete upon which my research has built. My hope is
to put my own scholarly research in conversation with these sources on Kete so as
to create one resource where future scholars hoping to learn about Kete can get an
overview of the existing written research upon which they can contribute their
own original research.

PART ONE: OVERVIEW
Overview of Literature
The first significant written descriptions of Kete appear in R.S. Rattray’s
1927 monograph Religion & Art in Ashanti, where he discusses the purpose of
Kete in Asante chieftaincy, presents the names of the Kete drums, and describes
their basic playing techniques. J.H. Kwabena Nketia dramatically raises the bar in
the Kete literature in his 1963 landmark publication Drumming in Akan
Communities of Ghana, presenting deep ethnomusicological insight into Kete,
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and documenting eight pieces with drum language, song texts, and cultural
implications of performance. Seven years later, in 1970, James Koetting’s UCLA
masters thesis, An Analytical Study of Ashanti Kete Drumming, presents his work
with Asante drummer Kwasi Badu, providing significant musical analysis – with
extensive TUBS transcriptions – of Kete drumming13.
In 1988, Willie Anku’s doctoral dissertation, “Procedures in African
Drumming: A Study of Akan/Ewe Traditions and African Drumming in
Pittsburgh”, features another analytical study of Kete, focusing on designation of
the Regulative Time Point14. The first and only internationally available
commercial audio recording of Kete, Asante Kete Drumming: Music of Ghana,
was recorded and released by the Nsuase Kete Group on Lyricord Discs in 2007 –
complete with ethnomusicological liner notes written by Joseph Kaminski. In
2000, W. Ofotsu Adinku’s “The Protection of Choreographic Works in Ghana”
told the story of Kete’s release from the Asantehene’s palace into Ghanaian public
life.
Paschal Younge’s Music and Dance Traditions of Ghana: History,
Performance and Teaching, published in 2011, contains a section on Kete
presenting original research, references to Nketia, a score in staff notation of
Apɛntɛ, and a 20 minute DVD recording of Kete drumming and dancing. In 2015,
Emmanuel Cudjoe’s University of Ghana masters thesis “The Contexts and
Meaning in Asante Dance Performance: The Case of Kete” documented the
meaning of gestures in the Kete dance.
13

Koetting subsequently presented this research in his “Africa/Ghana” chapter in Worlds of
Music: An Introduction to the Music of the World’s Peoples, Jeff Todd Titon, General Editor.
14
See Chapter Two for further discussion on Anku’s RTP.
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Kwasi Ampene and Nana Kwadwo Nyantakyi III’s 2016 Engaging
Modernity: Asante in the Twenty-First Century reveals deep ethnographic insight
into the role of Kete in Otumfuo’s palace, displaying wonderful full-color pictures
of the Asantehene’s Kete orchestra as well as two Kete choirs. Finally, written in
2011 and published in 2015, my chapter “Kete for the International Percussion
Community” aims to present an educational guide to Kete drumming, including
instrumental technique, timeline analysis, scores of the Kete pieces Abɔfoɔ and
Akwadwom, and adaptation of Kete rhythms for drumset.

PART TWO: HISTORY & CULTURE
History of Kete
The literature reveals a rich collection of oral history stories regarding the
origins of Kete15. This section compiles five Kete histories presented in the
literature: one about an individual composer, one about superhuman creatures,
and three about war.
Younge offers a general timeline of Kete history, claiming that Kete “has
been part of the Akan royal heritage since the 1700s” (Younge 2011: 199). He
notes that a single definitive history of Kete is not agreed upon, and presents three
historical accounts he acquired during years of fieldwork with “drummers, chiefs,
elders and other cultural experts” (198).
•

Hunters (abɔfoɔ) originally discovered Kete during trips into the deep
forest. The hunters witnessed mmotia – “super human creatures or

15

The term “history stories” adopted from the work of David Locke with Alhaji Abubakari. See
Locke’s Dagomba Dance-Drumming (2014).
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dwarfs”– performing Kete, and subsequently adopted it for their own use
(Younge).
•

Asanteman captured Kete from Gyaman after their defeat of Kofi Adinkra
– the Gyaman king who was beheaded and whose Kete drums and
drummers were taken back to Kumasi (Younge).

•

Asanteman captured Kete from Denkyira after their defeat of Ntim
Gyakari at the battle of Feyiase around the turn of the 18th century. The
Asante brought all Denkyira stool regalia, including drums and drummers,
back to Kumasi (Younge).
A fourth account of Kete – and the third story dealing with war – can be

found in Ampene’s 2016 monograph on Asante stool regalia. Ampene writes that
Kete originally belonged to Tafo, and was captured after “Asantehene Osei Tutu
defeated Tafohene (Ketekyire) and seized his set of Kete drums” (Ampene 2016:
140). He then proceeds to tell the history behind the red and black checkered
covering of the Kete drums, saying that Asantehene Osei Bonsu Panin sought
spiritual advice before the Gyaman war of 1818, and learned that he could win the
war, but as a consequence, may not live longer than three years after his victory.
Upon receiving this news, the Asantehene chose to embark on war despite the
consequences, and organized an all-night Kete performance with his wives before
his departure16. “Kete drums”, Ampene writes, “are symbolic of the king’s crisis,
therefore, the drums are covered with red and black cloth that depict crises,
matters of grace consequences, and grief” (140).
16

The Asante court tradition of Mmaadae – an Adae celebration specifically for women – was
created in response to Nana Bonsu’s all-night Kete session with his wives (Ampene 2016: 140).
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A fifth account of Kete history appears in my 2015 chapter, “Kete for the
International Percussion Community”, in which I include an excerpt from an
interview with Nana Sarfo, Deputy Director of the Performing Arts Department at
the Centre for National Culture, Kumasi. Sarfo told a story of a divine drummer
sentenced to death for committing “an unpardonable offense against the stool”
(Sarfo in Paulding 2015: 159). Sent into exile in the forest until he could train a
drummer to succeed him, this drummer – Kyerema Oppong – composed Kete as a
gift to the Asantehene for delaying his capital punishment.

Kete in Asante Culture
Much of the ethnographic information on Kete in the literature concerns
its purpose and usage in Asante culture. Rattray offers a historical glimpse into
Kete during the early 20th century, Koetting presents a clear general overview,
Nketia exposes the meaning embedded in Kete music and dance, Ampene
explores Kete deep inside the royal palace, and Kaminski shows the relatively
recent professionalization of Kete drumming in urban centers such as Kumasi.
Elaborating on Rattray’s early notes that Kete was “taken to war”, and was
“played at Adae ceremonies, at funerals, and formerly at executions” (Rattray
1927: 282), Koetting establishes a more thorough basic understanding of Kete and
its role in Asante culture, particularly useful for readers new to this Akan royal
court music. The following passage provides the literature a fundamental
background on Kete:
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“The term Kete refers to […] a specific drum ensemble, a type of music,
and a manner of dance found in the Ashanti Region of Ghana. […]
Although almost every level of chief has drums, Kete is solely the
privilege of paramount chiefs and the Asantehene, the titular head of
Ashanti. The Kete drummers are in the service of the chief and hold a
position in the royal court. The drums themselves are owned by the chief
and are considered one of the marks of his office. They are played only for
court-related functions unless the chief gives special permission for them
to be played elsewhere. For example, the Kete ensemble always plays at
the funeral of the chief or members of the royal lineage but would not
normally play at the funeral of a commoner” (Koetting 1970: 7-8).
Nketia’s work, published seven years earlier, characterizes Kete as
“pleasant and charming”, and provides detailed ethnographic insight into the
meaning of eight specific Kete pieces in Asante culture17 (Nketia 1963: 129).
“Each piece”, he argues, “has a meaning or is associated with some action or
event which makes it more suitable for use in specific situations than in others,
although in the absence of such restricting situations, they may all be played for
enjoyment or dancing to” (130). Below is a summary of the purpose and/or
sentiment of several of the pieces Nketia explains:
•

Abofoɔ: With origins in the music of hunters associations, this piece says
that “leadership requires the courage, tact, patience, prowess of the
hunter” (131).

17

Nketia’s description of Kete as “pleasant and charming” contrasts with his labeling of other
state drumming orchestras; Nketia calls Apirede “fearful”, Mpintin “boisterous and gay”, and
Fɛntɛmfrɛm “complex” and “heavy”.
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•

Adaban: Also called Tɔprɛ, “was in the past played during the sallies that
preceded the capture of enemies or the victims of state executions”, and
contains songs that deal with the theme of sadness (132).

•

Adinkra: Drum language memorializing the Asante defeat of Gyaman,
Adinkra once was the Kete piece of choice to play upon the arrival of the
Governor, a testament to the tense relationship between Great Britain and
Asanteman.

•

Akatape: Compared to the rest of the Kete repertoire, Akatape is “of a
somewhat gentle character […] and with a marked touch of gaiety” and
lacks some of the strict cultural restrictions of other Kete pieces (132).

•

Apɛntɛ: Dealing with the theme of patience, Apɛntɛ’s general rhythmic
design is represented by the Twi saying “ɔhene nam, ɔmpɛ ntɛm”,
meaning “the chief walks; he is not in a hurry” (130).
Ampene provides detailed information about the not only the historical,

but the present day role of Kete within the Asante royal palace system.
Continuing Asantehene Osei Bonsu’s all night Kete tradition, described above,
the current Asantehene still arranges all-night Kete dance sessions inside the
palace after burying a royal family member in the royal mausoleum in Breman.
The all-night Kete session, Ampene writes, “takes place inside the palace with
restricted participation” (Ampene 2016: 140).
While Rattray, Koetting, Nketia, and Ampene show that Kete once was
strictly in the domain of the Asante court system, recent literature shows how
Kete has become incorporated in broader aspects of Asante, Akan, and Ghanaian
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culture. W. Ofotsu Adinku’s chapter “The Protection of Choreographic Works in
Ghana” published in FonTomFrom: Contemporary Ghanaian Literature, Theater
and Film tells the story of how Mawere Opoku and J.H. Kwabena Nketia helped
spread Kete to national and international audiences:
“Sometimes Opoku, assisted by Professor J.H. Nketia, then Director of the
Ghana Dance Ensemble as well as the Institute of African Studies, had to
obtain permission from the “custodians” in order to use the dances. In
1963, the Asantehene, Sir Nana Osei Agyemang Prempeh II, was
informed; he accordingly granted them permission to stage the Kete
dance. This permission was necessary because the Kete had been a special
preserve of the Asantehene court” (Adinku 2000: 351-352).
Meanwhile, in Kumasi, other Kete developments have taken place. While
Kete is still performed inside the palace for events such as durbars and the
Akwasidae festival (Kaminski 2007: 5), Kete has found its way into public life in
Asante as well. In his monograph Asante Ntahera Trumpets in Ghana, Kaminski
writes that Kete has been incorporated into events outside the palace, such as
Catholic masses. “Inculturated, indigenous Akan practices have been incorporated
into Masses, such as Kete drumming during consecration, and dancers praising
Christ with feet movements and hand gestures that were once reserved for
praising ancestors and kings” (Kaminski 2012: 6). Kaminski’s Asante Kete
Drumming album features the Nsuase Kete Group, “a professional ensemble that
performs at funerals around the Kumase surroundings” (Kaminski 2007: 5). On
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the professionalization of Kete drumming, Kanimski states, “the Kete genre is no
longer limited to chiefs but is available to anyone who will pay for a group” (5).
Finally, in his 2015 University of Ghana masters thesis, performer/scholar
Emmanuel Cudjoe presents an ethnography of the role of Kete dance in Ghana18.
Cudjoe echoes Kaminski’s findings, acknowledging the royal palace origins of
Kete but arguing that it has shifted to an “open-to-all performance form in the
current disposition” (Cudjoe 2015: 6). Cudjoe writes that the primary
contemporary purpose of Kete is for funerals, noting that the aesthetics of Kete
drumming and dancing are shaped by funerals, and vice versa: the presence of
Kete “validates and justifies” the funeral event itself (54).

PART THREE: LANGUAGE, INSTRUMENTS, & REPERTOIRE
Drum Language
A survey of the literature shows relatively sparse documentation of Twi
proverbs in Kete drumming, but shows significant historical continuity
concerning the few examples recorded. To my knowledge, Nketia was the first
author to record Kete drum language in the scholarly literature, showing Twi text,
English translations, and musical transcriptions. In 1963, Nketia presented two of
what continue to be the most well known examples of Twi drum language texts in
Kete: Adinkra Srɛsrɛ Bi Di. Adinkra means “slowly but surely, we shall kill
18

Cudjoe’s thesis, The Contexts and Meaning in Asante Dance Performance: The Case of Kete,
contains detailed ethnographic descriptions of seven Kete dance movements as well as their
context and meaning in Asante culture: Tefrɛayiyanda (cockroach lying on its back),
Dwannyinimienushia a, nayeby bɛɛma (when two rams clash, the stronger emerges), Pɛpɛɛpɛ
(equality), Nkabom (togetherness), Ahudede (an insulting movement), EtuoniAfena (gun/sword),
Mabatiahwan (dislocated arm), and Min sa aka makyi (hands tied behind back) (Cudjoe 2015: 3747).
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Adinkra”, and Srɛsrɛ Bi Di means “to beg here and there for something to eat is
not stealing” (Nketia 1963: 42).

Figure 21. Adinkra Drum Language (Nketia 1963: 42).

Figure 22. Srɛ Srɛ Bi Di Drum Language (Nketia 1963: 42).

Nketia’s landmark 1963 publication, most authors have either cited him or
not contributed in the area of Kete drum language. Koetting’s work with Kwasi
Badu, for example, cites Nketia’s translations of “Yɛde brɛbrɛ bɛkum Adinkra”,
“Srɛsrɛ bi di nyɛ akorɔmmɔ”, and “Ɔhene de hene”, the last of which means, “our
chief deserves to be chief”, and exists as drum language for an apentema part used
in Kete pieces Mpɛ-asɛm (Nketia 1963: 130) and Mpre (Koetting 1970: 111).
Although Rattray does not present any drum language exclusive to Kete,
several of the seventy-seven Fɛntɛmfrɛm proverbs he collected nearly a century
ago at Mampon appear regularly throughout the literature19. Some of these
proverbs have been borrowed from Fɛntɛmfrɛm for usage within Kete20. Three
examples include “Okwan atware asuo” (O path, thou crossest the River) (Rattray
19

Fɛntɛmfrɛm is an Asante royal drum ensemble featuring atumpan, two bomaa, two dawuro, and
additional supporting drums. See Nketia 1963 and Ampene 2016 for further information.
20
Based on personal fieldwork in Kumasi, 2011-2016.
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1927: 286), “Hoho esene bese so” (Little red ants hang on the kola tree) (287),
“Obenini ko, obenini onwane” (A man fights, a man does not run away) (288).
For full Twi text and translations, see Rattray, Chapter XXVI: “Religion, Art, and
Anthropology in Wood-Carving”.

Instrumentation
The literature on Kete shows a large degree of consensus on the names of
the instruments in the Kete ensemble. With slight variation in spelling and
naming, all seven sources surveyed list kwadum, apentema, aburukuwa, and
dawuro as instruments in the Kete ensemble, and six out of seven sources list
donno and ntrowa as part of the ensemble as well21. The only instrument not
receiving consensus is the petia — mentioned in four of the seven sources
reviewed here: Nketia, Kaminski, Ampene, and myself.
Five sources include voice and flutes in the instrumentation of Kete. After
discussing the role of the Kete drums, Rattray says about the Kete drums,
“women to their accompaniment sing sagas recording the deeds of dead kings”
(Rattray 1927: 282). He also notes that reed pipes complete the “Kete orchestra”
(283). Nketia provides a pertinent passage to help the reader understand the three
components of Kete instrumentation.
There are three parts to the music of Kete: the music of the usual drum
ensemble, pipe interludes and free accompaniment, and a vocal
counterpart of the pipes. The latter is commonly described as the

21

Sources surveyed for instrument names: Rattray, Nketia, Koetting, Kaminski, Younge, Ampene,
Paulding.
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‘interpretation’ (nyiano) because the words enable listeners to understand
the ‘language’ of the drum or the pipes. In many states, pipe and voice
parts are no longer used either for lack of knowledge or lack of pipers. At
the Asantehene’s Court, however, the old tradition is still maintained and
the orchestra is very much enlarged in accordance with the majesty of the
Asantehene as head of the Ashanti region. On important state occasions,
seventeen pipes play the preludes to the pieces which in other places are
sung, sometimes in an offhand manner (Nketia 1963: 129).
Kaminski and Younge both write that Kete once contained a vocal choir
and a choir of flutes, but note that these components of Kete are currently out of
common practice. Younge labels the flutes as atɛtɛbɛn and odurugya, and says
that the choir produces “vocalization of the flute melodies” (Younge 2011: 200).
Ampene writes, “Asantehene’s grand Kete orchestra” (Ampene 2016: 140)
consists of “a chorus of aheneyerenom (royal wives) with the first lead singer as
Ketehemaa (queen of Kete)” (140), and notes that the Asantehemaa also
occasionally leads songs. According to Ampene, the Asantehene’s Kete orchestra
additionally contains long vertical flutes, also called pipes. Ampene includes two
wonderful full color photographs of Kete choruses.
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Table of Kete Instrumentation
Rattray
1927

Nketia
1963

Kwadom22
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26
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Dawuro

Dawuro

Dawuro
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Dawuro

Dawuro

Adawura

Torowa
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Reed Pipes

Pipes
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Atɛntɛbɛn
and
Odurugya

Long
vertical
flutes

Women
singing

Vocal
counterpart
of pipes
(nyiano)

Vocal choir

Vocalizatio
n of flute
melodies

Chorus of
aheneyerenom (royal
wives)

Repertoire
The literature shows no clear standard of how to classify the entire body of
Kete repertoire. While Koetting and Kaminski refer to Kete as a ‘genre’, many
authors do not try to classify the body of Kete repertoire in the abstract, but rather
22

Rattray includes “Kete” immediately before drum names – Kete Kwadom, Kete Mpentima, and
Kete Akukua.
23
Koetting uses two terms: Kwadum and Kete. He prefers Kete, stating that Kwadum references
only the drum itself without its red and black cloth covering.
24
According to Nsuase dawuro player Naa Kwame, bakɔma is an antiquated synonym for petia
(N. Kwame, pers. comm. 6 Jul. 2017).
25
Ampene notes that petia is played with two curved nkonta sticks.
26
When discussing Kete, Nketia only uses the name akukuadwo. Throughout Drumming in Akan
Communities, however, he uses akukuadwo and aburukuwa as synonyms.
27
Pair consisting of one male and one female aburukuwa.
28
Also uses akukuadwo as a synonym.
29
Special name for twin donno set used by Asantehene’s Kete ensemble.
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speak in terms of instrumentation – referring to the “Kete orchestra” (Ampene
2016: 140), “Kete ensemble” (Aknu 1988: 56), or simply “Kete dance-drumming”
(Younge 2011: 198). Regarding the specific musical repertoire comprising the
total body of Kete, the general consensus is to term these as “pieces”. Nketia,
Koetting, and Kaminski all use “pieces” while Younge uses “phases” and
Ampene uses “dance suites”.
This section on repertoire focuses on six authors – Nketia, Koetting,
Kaminski, Younge, Ampene, and myself – who list a repertoire of Kete pieces by
name; the minimum of pieces named by one single author is five, and the
maximum is seventeen. In this scholarly corpus, thirty-nine Kete pieces are
mentioned by name. This does not, however mean that Kete contains 39 Kete
pieces – many of these pieces are likely repetitions of each other simply with
multiple titles varying by group and location. Three examples quickly arise when
comparing this list with my fieldwork in Asante: 1) Frimpong Manso (Younge)
and Adowa Kete (Paulding) are the same piece with different names, 2) Apɛntɛ
(all but Kaminski) and Highlife (Kaminski) are the same, and 3) Kuakuanisuo
(Younge, Kaminski, Paulding) and Nusuo Bekume (Ampene) are the same30.
Based solely on the titles used by the seven authors listed above, however,
there are several pieces that appear integral to the Kete repertoire from the 1960s
until the present day. The only piece to appear in all six texts with the same name
– and only minor variations in spelling – is Abɔfoɔ, commonly described as a
“slow” piece (Kaminski 2007: 6), with roots in the music of hunters (Nketia 1963:

30

The difficulty of definitively checking the entire corpus for multiple titles, unfortunately, lies in
the fact that several of these sources do not include sound recordings or musical transcriptions.
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131). Adaban executioner’s music (Nketia 1963: 132), the Adinkra wardrumming proverb (Younge 2011: 200), and the metrically distinctive Apɛntɛ
(Paulding 2015: 162) also are all clearly Kete standard pieces, appearing in five
out of six scholarly sources. There are four mentions of Akatape, Mpe-Asɛm, and
Yɛtu Mpɔ, three of Adampa, Akwadwom, Kuakuanisuo, and Srɛsrɛ Bi Di, and
two of Adabremua, Akɔkono Bɛtɛɛ, and Wɔfa Ata. A significant number of
pieces – 25 to be exact – are named by only one author each, mainly Koetting,
Ampene and myself. Examples include Densiu (Koetting), Kwame Dogo
(Ampene), and Kyeretwie (Paulding).
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Figure 23. Kete Repertoire.
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PART FOUR: ANALYSIS
Musical Analysis
In the literature, several authors undertake significant musical analysis of
Kete drumming; musical analysis of vocal preludes and reed pipes has yet to
appear31. Nketia’s transcriptions provide three major contributions to the musical
analysis of Kete: 1) showing phrase shape of the standard Kete dawuro pattern, 2)
working toward establishing meter of the standard Kete dawuro pattern, and 3)
differentiating between two metrically distinct groupings of Kete pieces.
Koetting’s TUBS transcriptions provide extensive notation of Kwasi Badu’s Kete
drumming, primarily working with ‘fastest pulse’, but also making preliminary
hypotheses about ‘gross pulse’. Anku utilizes Nketia’s notation conventions, but
adds designation of ‘regulative time point’ every other measure32. Younge
presents a Kete score in standard staff notation, writing the Apɛntɛ33 piece in
2/434.
Nketia’s dawuro transcription uses brackets to demarcate the phrase shape
of the standard Kete dawuro pattern. The phrase shape of the Kete dawuro
documented by Nketia in 1963 has since been confirmed by Koetting, Anku, and
Younge.

31

Music analysis conducted by Nketia, Koetting, Anku, Younge, and myself.
J.H. Kwabena Nketia, then chair of the University of Pittsburgh department of music, served as
chairperson for Anku’s dissertation advisory committee.
33
Nketia (1963) transcribed Apɛntɛ with no time signature, but with bar lines indicating a meter
equivalent to 2/4.
34
In Chapter Two, I combine the dawuro phrase shape of Nketia, accept the ‘gross pulse’
hypothesized by Koetting, adopt Aknu’s ‘regulative time point’ as downbeat, and present the main
body of Kete drumming the meter of 12/8.
32
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Figure 24. Kete Dawuro Transcription (Nketia 1963: 36).

Nketia also transcribes the standard Kete dawuro showing the relationship
between phrase shape and underlying meter – indicating that the Kete dawuro
phrase goes over the bar line. While transcriptions in Drumming in Akan
Communities do not show time signatures, they do include regularly occurring bar
lines that offer insight towards metric organization. Nketia tends to prefer a twobeat duple meter equivalent to 6/835.

Figure 25. Kete Dawuro in Meter (Nketia 1963: 39, re-transcribed by author).

While Nketia’s transcriptions of the standard Kete dawuro pattern and the
drum language for “Adinkra” and “Srɛsrɛ Bi Di” all show metric organization
resembling 6/8, his transcriptions of Apɛntɛ show a distinctly different metric
organization. The below transcriptions, also written without time signatures, show
an equivalent meter to 2/4.

35

Nketia’s transcription starts and stops with the first and last onsets of the dawuro pattern,
meaning the transcription uses incomplete measures at the beginning and end of the phrase.
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Figure 26. Apɛntɛ Transcription (Nketia 1963: 27).

Koetting’s musical analysis of Kete seeks to find a middle ground between
his understanding of an Ashanti conception of musical rhythm and the typical
concepts implied by staff notation (Koetting 1970: 5). Conscious of his role as a
student of Kwasi Badu and Asante culture as a whole, Koetting describes his
work as a “progress report” (5) on his study with Mr. Badu at UCLA. He adopts
TUBS notation – Time-Unit Box System – arguing “it has the capability of
accurately notating rhythmic sequence without necessarily assuming a specific
internal structure in the music. As such it can be used as a basic tool for rhythmic
analysis and with minor additions can become a notational display of that analysis
without implying more than is actually known by the researcher” (22-23).
While much of his analysis deals exclusively with “fastest pulse” (23),
Koetting ventures tentative hypotheses about “gross pulses”, which he defines as
“regular groupings of fastest pulses” (25-26). Koetting notates the dawuro and the
“dancers’ motor beat” (27) – which he hypothesizes may indicate gross pulse –
for the Kete piece Atine in TUBS notation, then converts it to staff notation.
Complicating this finding, he then presents TUBS and staff notation transcriptions
of Kete pieces Adaban and Atopretia, which he says utilize the same dawuro as
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Atine, but different motor beats from the dancers. Koetting speculates that the
Kete dawuro pattern can be notated in multiple time signatures for various Kete
pieces: 12/8 for Atine, and 3/4 for Adaban and Atopretia.

Figure 27. TUBS and Staff Notation Transcriptions of Atine (left) and Adaban (right) (Koetting 1970:
27).

Another significant contribution of Koetting’s work, which focuses mainly
on the alignment of instrumental parts, is the nearly one hundred pages of TUBS
transcriptions presented in an appendix in his thesis. For anyone interested in
studying the drumming of Kwasi Badu in detail, the UCLA archives still have
audio recordings of all the material transcribed by Koetting.
Anku returns to the staff notation of Nketia, transcribing Kete without
time signatures, in measures equivalent to 6/8 (Abɔfoɔ, Adabanka) and 2/4
(Ohene Ko Edwuma). He adds to Nketia’s notational conventions, however,
designation of a “regulative time point” (RTP), which he defines as “a fixed
referent point perceived by all composite rhythms of a drum ensemble” (Anku
1988: 11). Anku’s notation of the Kete dawuro – which he labels adawura –
zooms out from 6/8 to show one regulative time point (RTP) per every two
measures, or in other words, per every one iteration of the dawuro phrase. His
transcription of Ohene Ko Edwuma shows an example of RTP for the other
metric family of Kete drumming.
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Figure 28. Dawuro with Regulative Time Point (Anku 1988: 44).

Figure 29. Ohene Ko Edwuma with RTP (Anku 1998: 79).

Younge presents Kete in staff notation, utilizing time signatures, tempo
markings, uniform bar lines, and standard beaming. His transcription for Apɛntɛ
includes all seven instruments in the Kete ensemble, and utilizes a 2/4 time
signature. Each instrument is placed on a one-line staff, and contains “mnemonic
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vocable syllables” (Younge 2011: 337) below each note to distinguish stroke
type36.

Conclusion: Summary of Kete Literature
This literature review concludes with a synopsis of the Kete literature. The
following information summarizes a baseline of fundamental knowledge about
Kete upon which the subsequent chapters are based.

Overall
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Rattray (1927) – early written accounts of Kete instruments and
cultural context.
Nketia (1963) – drum language, song texts, ethnographic insight into
eight Kete pieces, dawuro phrase shape, meter equivalent to 6/8.
Koetting (1970) – TUBS notation focusing on alignment of
instrumental parts, extensive transcriptions of Kwasi Badu.
Anku (1988) – demarcation of regulative time point in dawuro
timeline pattern.
Ofotsu (2000) – history of Nketia and Opoku asking Asantehene for
permission to stage Kete.
Kaminski (2007) – internationally available audio recording of a
professional Kete drum ensemble (Nsuase Kete Group).
Younge (2011) – Kete scores in staff notation with accompanying
DVD.
Cudjoe (2015) – context and meaning of Kete dance gestures.
Ampene (2016) – ethnographic insight into Kete in the Asantehene’s
palace, full-color photographs of Asantehene’s Kete ensemble and
chorus.
Paulding (2015) – educational resource on Kete drumming geared
towards an international percussion audience.

History of Kete
Kete “has been part of the Akan royal heritage since the 1700s” (Younge
199). With no single definitive history, the literature tells at least five possible
stories for the origins of Kete:
• Originally performed by mmoatia in the forest (Younge).
36

Borrowing terminology common to jazz, Younge uses the term “vamp” (344) to instruct support
drummers to continue on their parts until hearing a cue from the lead drum.
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•
•
•
•

Captured in war from Gyaman (Younge).
Captured in war from Denkyira (Younge).
Captured in war from Tafo (Ampene).
Composed by Kyerema Oppong, a divine drummer on death row
(Sarfo in Paulding).

Kete in Asante Culture
• Originally restricted to royal palace (Rattray, Nketia, Koetting).
• In 1963, Asantehene Prempeh II allowed Nketia and Opoku to stage
Kete for Ghana Dance Ensemble (Adinku).
• Still performed in Asantehene’s palace (Ampene), but also performed
in public by cultural groups and professional ensembles who will play
for “anyone who will pay for a group” (Kaminski).
Drum Language
Significant examples of documented drum language include:
• “Yɛ dɛ brɛ brɛ bɛ kum Adinkra” – “Slowly but surely, we shall kill
Adinkra” (Nketia).
• “Srɛsrɛ bi di, nyɛ akrɔmmɔ” – “To beg here and there for something to
eat is not stealing” (Nketia).
• “Okwan atware asuo” – O path, thou crossest the River (excerpt of
Fɛntɛmfrɛm drum language widely used in Kete) (Rattray).
Instrumentation
Working towards a standardized spelling of Kete instruments, my present
work derives its orthography for instrument names from the most common
spellings in the literature on Kete
• Kwadum
• Apentema
• Petia
• Aburukuwa
• Donno
• Dawuro
• Ntorowa
Repertoire
• No widely accepted label describing entire body of Kete music and
dance.
• The term ‘piece’ – in the tradition of Nketia and Koetting – describes
any single item of Kete music and dance.
• 39 pieces listed in Kete repertoire; many likely repeats with alternative
titles.
• Kete pieces Abɔfoɔ, Adaban, Adinkra, and Apɛntɛ widely documented
by multiple authors.
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Musical Analysis
• Dawuro timeline: over-the-bar line phrase shape transcribed by Nketia
and Koetting.
• Meter: Nketia shows no time signature, but transcriptions equivalent to
6/8, Younge’s scores use 6/8, and Koetting hypothesizes 12/8.
• Notation: Nketia uses modified staff notation, Koetting uses TUBS,
Younge and myself use staff notation.
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CHAPTER TWO
“POSINI ATIA ME NAN SO”:
METER, FEEL, AND PHRASING IN
THE KETE DAWURO
“All the time, you have to study the bell. The person who knows how to dance
well, they study the bell. The person who knows how to play well, they study the
bell. Because the bell is the most important. Even the master drum, kwadum, can
mix up the rhythm, and the person who is dancing won’t go off. But when the bell
goes off, everything will mix up. Kete, Adowa, Nnwonkoro – when the bell mixes
up, the whole thing will mix up” (K. Owusu interview 17 April 2015).

Introduction
This chapter explores meter, feel, and phrasing through a close analysis of
Kete dawuro patterns37. “Part One: Standard Kete Dawuro” introduces the
standard Kete dawuro as taught by Attah Poku at the Centre for National Culture
in Kumasi, and at Tufts University. It then presents a pedagogical Twi text used
for the Kete dawuro, as taught by Stephen Opoku, and seeks to derive
ethnographic understanding from a close analysis of the relationship between the
dawuro text and the timing of the dancers foot movements.
“Part Two: Meter” delivers an argument for representing the main body of
Kete in the meter of 12/8, felt primarily in the 2-feel, with tempo described in
37

The dawuro is the iron bell/gong that provides the timeline for Kete and other styles of Asante
dance-drumming (see Figure 30). For more on dawuro playing technique and ensemble role, see
Koetting 1970: 35-43.
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terms of the dotted half-note38. My argument about 12/8 as the meter for Kete is
supported by a study of the dance timing, Spiro’s philosophy on meter in Afrocentric music, and an examination of Ghanaian drummers playing Kete and
Atsiagbekor in unison – what I have dubbed the ‘Coexistence Factor’.
“Part Three: Feel” builds from the metric foundation of 12/8, and stresses
the importance of the 2-feel in Kete drumming, relating this half-time groove to
the Asante maxim of ‘not hurrying’, as discussed by J.H. Kwabena Nketia in the
Kete section of Drumming in Akan Communities.
“Part Four: Phrasing” analyzes two timeline patterns critical to
understanding phrasing in Kete dance-drumming: the standard Kete dawuro, and
ntwamu. The standard Kete dawuro exhibits the aesthetic quality of “goaloriented phrasing” to an extreme, exhibiting a phrase shape that starts on
timepoint 2.2 and progresses past the goal of the downbeat to connect with the
beginning of the phrase again39 (Locke 2012: 46). The ntwamu dawuro, as
explained by Michael Ofori, means ‘the one that cuts inside’ (M. Ofori pers.
comm. 4 Jun. 2017). The ntwamu phrase starts on 4.2 and plays its highly motile
phrase directly over the downbeat, creating a strong sense of motion through what
would normally function as a point of metric resolution. These five structures – 1)
Twi dawuro text, 2) 12/8 meter, 3) 2-feel 4) standard Kete dawuro phrase shape,
and 5) ntwamu phrase shape – form frameworks upon which Kete and other
Asante dance-drumming can be analyzed.
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For detailed discussions on representation of Asante drumming in meter and terminology related
to meter, see section Meter: Discussion of Terminology.
39
For explanation of timepoint system, see Locke 2010; Burns 2010.
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Figure 30. Kete Dawuro and Beater.

PART ONE: STANDARD KETE DAWURO
Standard Kete Dawuro – Nketia, Koetting, and Poku
The standard Kete dawuro pattern as taught by Attah Poku exists in the
literature as early as 196340. As in Nketia’s transcription (Nketia 1963: 36),
Poku’s pattern contains seven strokes of two relative durations in the following
pattern: long, short, long, long, short, long, long. Similar to James Koetting’s
TUBS transcription (Koetting 1970: 24), Poku’s dawuro pattern for Kuakuanisuo
utilizes two different types of sounds; but while Koetting’s strokes differ in
playing technique – bounce and damped – Poku’s differ in dynamic level: louder
(keseɛ) and less loud (ketewa) (E.A. Poku lesson Sep. 2011).

Figure 31. Standard Kete Dawuro Pattern.
40

With slight variations: Nketia (1963) presented the dawuro pattern at one uniform dynamic
level; Koetting (1970) presented it with “open” and “damped” strokes instead of Poku’s loud and
less loud strokes.
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Twi Dawuro Text
In an August 2015 interview in the Asafo neighborhood of Kumasi,
Nsuase Kete Group senior drummer Stephen Osei Opoku – commonly known in
the Kete drumming community by the name Pala – presented a Twi text used as a
pedagogical tool to teach the Standard Kete Dawuro41 (S. Opoku interview 3 Aug.
2015). The Twi phrase, a lighthearted saying primarily used to teach children the
dawuro and the dance, says “Posini atia me nan so”, which translates to “the
police officer stepped on my foot”42.

Figure 32. Stephen Osei Opoku, 1 Aug. 2015.

41

Since my 2015 interview with Opoku, I have been fortunate to have illuminating follow-up
conversations on the linguistic and musical structure of the Twi language for the Standard Kete
Dawuro with Philip Agyeman, senior drummer at the Centre for National Culture in Kumasi,
Michael Ofori, drummer from Kumasi’s Palace Players currently pursuing his MFA at Boston
University, and Prince Obiri-Mainoo, Professor of Akan Twi at Boston University.
42
My notation reflects the musically spoken version of the dawuro text. Full Twi text and wordby-word translation available in Appendix I.
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Figure 33. Twi Text for Standard Kete Dawuro.

Finding an Entrance Through “Posini Atia Me Nan So”
This cleverly composed Twi text functions as an effective pedagogical
tool instructing dancers on their timing. Literally showing the dancers the
entrance point to start their basic movement in relation to the dawuro, this phrase
teaches the dancer to begin by stepping with their right foot on the word “nan”,
which means “foot” in the Twi language. The word “nan” – the moment of the
dancers entrance – also functions as the downbeat for the dawuro, the dance, and
the rest of the drum ensemble43.

Figure 34. Twi Dawuro Text with Timing of Dance Entrance.
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The term ‘downbeat’ specifically means beat 1.1. It is synonymous with “one”, and is similar to
Anku’s concept of the Regulative Time Point (Anku 1988: 11). In the context of the Twi dawuro
text, the downbeat is the Twi word “nan”, which translates to “foot”.
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“Posini Atia Me Nan So” in the Context of Dance
Presenting ethnographic evidence of the connection between dawuro and
dance timing, this section explores the relationship of the Twi dawuro text to three
basic Kete footsteps, and functions as a prelude to my subsequent arguments on
meter and feel. When teaching Kete at institutions from the Kumasi Cultural
Centre to Tufts University, Attah Poku teaches three basic foot movements to the
Kete dance. The first movement consists of a half-time, 2-feel step with feet
alternating between R and L, danced with feet roughly shoulder-width apart. The
dance step starts with the right foot on the word “nan”, and progresses to the left
foot on the syllable “si” – the middle syllable of the word “posini”. Notice that the
dawuro phrase and the basic 2-feel dance step have different starting points44.

Figure 35. Twi Dawuro Text with Footstep #1.

The second and third foot movements consist of 4-feel steps, also
alternating between R and L and with feet shoulder width apart, but with physical
emphasis on the Twi word “nan” of the dawuro text, in other words, on the
downbeat. In the second movement, the dancer steps out and to the side with their
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Throughout this thesis, slur marks are used to show phrasing of instrumental parts. When
playing these transcriptions, the reader should always start at the beginning of the phrase, not the
beginning of the measure. In Figure 35, for example, the reader should begin on the syllable “po”
(timepoint 2.2), instead of “nan” (timepoint 1.1). The first measure of a repeated cycle of this
transcription, therefore, could be considered a pickup, an incomplete measure, or an anacrusis.
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right foot on the downbeat, and in the third movement, the dancer steps
backwards and diagonally to the right with their left foot on the downbeat. Note
the similar phrasing of the dawuro and the footsteps.

Figure 36. Twi Dawuro Text with Dance Footsteps #2 and #3.

PART TWO: METER
Discussion of Terminology
In regards to beat and meter, I adopt terminology from David Locke’s
2010 Music Theory Online article “Yewevu in the Metric Matrix”. ‘Beats’ are
defined as “longer isochronous units comprised of several pulses”, and ‘pulses’
are defined as the smaller units within each ‘beat’ (Locke 2010). Meter is
expressed as a hybrid of two terms 1) number of pulses per beat (binary/two,
ternary/three, or quaternary/four), and 2) number of beats per bell cycle
(duple/two, triple/three, quadruple/four, or sextuple/six beats per measure).
When I write that Kete can be represented in a 12/8 meter, I specifically
mean that Kete is in “ternary-quadruple” time – i.e. four beats per cycle, each
containing three pulses. This terminology accurately describes the metric
framework of Kete without the possibility of implying inherited patterns of
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accentuation and stress from other musical traditions. I ask readers to approach
my 12/8 notation free of any patterns of accentuation or stress inherited from
Western classical music45.
Although ‘ternary-quadruple’ is excellently descriptive of the meter in
Kete, I generally use the shorter label 12/8, because it is familiar to many readers,
and many authors including Locke, Ladzekpo, Spiro, Burns, hartigan, and Leake
have established a strong precedent of notating timeline patterns of Ghana and the
African diaspora in 12/8 (Locke 1979, p. 325; Ladzekpo 1995, “Six Against Four
Cross Rhythms”; Spiro 2006, p. 45; Burns 2010; hartigan 1995, p. 68; Leake
2004, p. 3). Furthermore, I wish to draw attention to the structural similarities
between Kete and other styles of Ghanaian and diasporic music (see Coexistence
Factor).

Kete Represented in the Meter of 12/8
Based on the relationship between dawuro and dance timing, I argue here
that the main body46 of Kete can fit into a 12/8 meter47. The literature shows
diverse approaches to placing the main body of Kete drumming in meter: Nketia
shows no time signature but regular bar lines creating measures equivalent to 6/8,
45

It is beyond the scope of the current project to thoroughly address the debate of time signature
vs. meter, or the concept of timeline as meter. For a fascinating scientific investigation of the
cognitive model used by Asante drummer Noah Kojo Owusu while drumming Kete, see Jonathan
Magill and Jeffrey Pressing’s “Asymmetric Cognitive Clock Structures in West African Rhythms
(Music Perception: An Interdisciplinary Journal, 1997). Spoiler alert: Mr. Owusu performed
better in relation to the Kete timeline than to the 4-feel or 3-feel beats the experimenters presented
him with.
46
I use the term ‘main body’ of Kete drumming to refer to all Kete pieces except Apɛntɛ and
Akɔkono Bɛtɛɛ, which exist in a distinctly different meter, as documented by Nketia (27),
Koetting (198), and Younge (343-344).
47
To highlight the importance of the 2-feel, discussed below, my 12/8 generally beams to the
dotted half-note.
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Anku uses 6/8 and designates one Regulative Time Point (RTP) every other
measure, and Koetting hypothesizes 12/8 but ultimately presents scores in TUBS
with no time signatures or bar lines (Nketia 1963: 36, 43; Anku 1988: 79;
Koetting 1970: 27, 226-318)48. My work seeks to confirm Koetting’s hypothesis
of 12/8.
Beyond the relationship between dance and dawuro, detailed above, two
additional reasons support my argument for 12/8 meter: 1) Michael Spiro’s
assertion of 12/8 as the meter of Afro-centric music and his principle of
understanding meter through the timing of the dancer’s footsteps, and 2) my own
argument about the structural similarity between Kete and other forms of
Ghanaian dance-drumming – what I have coined the “Coexistence Factor”.

Figure 37. Standard Kete Dawuro in 12/8.

Spiro’s Philosophy of 12/8 as Meter for Afro-Centric Music
After decades of professionally performing, teaching, and studying the
dance-drumming music of the African diaspora, percussionist Michael Spiro
professes his personal philosophy of meter in Afro-centric music in his seminal
hand drumming method book The Conga Drummer’s Guidebook. “Afro-centric
music is never (O.K., almost never) a waltz (i.e. written and felt in 3/4 time). All
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Michael Holmes’ Wesleyan University masters thesis presents the greatest variety of time
signatures for Kete: 6/4, 3/2, 3/4, 2/4, and 12/16 (Holmes 1984: 24-37).
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of this music, if it is in any kind of a triplet feel, is in 12/8” (Spiro 2006: 45).
Spiro explains the rationale behind his claim:
[…] the dance steps that accompany these musics are danced four steps to
the bar, and we must always remember that the purpose of the music we
are studying is to accompany dance, not purely for listening enjoyment49.
The dancers in these cultures are paramount, and we are there to
complement them. So if the dancer is moving his/her feet four pulses to
the bar, we in turn must play that way in order to effectively do our job”50
(Spiro 2006: 45).
While written with examples from Cuba, Nigeria, Benin, and Brazil in
mind, I argue that Spiro’s thesis about metric organization in Afro-centric music
wholly applies to the Asante court drumming of Kete (Spiro 2011: 43-43). Kete
contains twelve of what Koetting terms “fastest pulses” per dawuro cycle,
translating to what Spiro calls a “triplet feel” – and should be understood, as Spiro
explains, in the framework of four main beats, each with three pulses (Koetting
1970: 26). Finally, Kete drumming also ultimately serves to accompany dance,
and therefore should also be understood through the metric context of the dancers
footsteps (see Figures 35 and 36), instead of on its own terms as abstract music
for the sake of music.

49

Kete is danced either two or four steps to the measure (see Figures 35 and 36).
In the Lockean terminology employed in this project, Spiro’s claim would read “four beats to
the measure”.
50
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The Coexistence Factor
Written by Willie Anku in the early 2000s, “Coexistence” is a neotraditional Ghanaian piece that attempts to display national unity through the
simultaneous performance of dance-drumming traditions from various regions of
Ghana. In its original inception at the University of Ghana, Coexistence featured
the concurrent performance of Adowa (Asante), Agbadza (Ewe), Adowa (Ga),
and Takai (Dagomba), united in time by what Boston-based Kete drummer
Michael Ofori calls a “shared underlying beat” as well as a common metric
structure of “four beats per bell cycle”51 (M. Ofori, pers. comm. 4 Jun. 2017).

Figure 38. Michael Ofori. Photo by Paschal Younge, copyright Azaguno, Inc., 2013.

When I performed Coexistence with Amamreso Agofomma, the resident
folkloric troupe of the Centre for National Culture in Kumasi on October 1, 2012,
our rendition included Atsiagbekor and Kete performed together in time52. As

51

Ofori played dawuro for Asante Adowa during the premiere of Anku’s Coexistence at the 50year anniversary of Ghana’s independence, Ghana @ 50.
52
The CNC version of Coexistence also included Fɛntɛmfrɛm and gyil.
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performed together at the Centre for National Culture, these two timeline patterns
– Atsiagbekor gankogui and Kete dawuro – lock together tightly, sharing six out
of seven strokes. Their similarity, however, is disguised by the offset starting
points (Atsiagbekor begins on 1.3, Kete on 2.2) and ending points (Atsiagbekor
ends on 1.1, Kete on 1.3) of their phrase shapes.

Figure 39. Kete Dawuro with Atsiagbekor Gankogui.

Scholars and percussionists have long transcribed Atsiagbekor in 12/8, as
well as the standard bell played for Atsiagbekor and other Ewe dances (Locke
1979: 325, Chernoff 1979: 85; Ladzekpo 1995: “Six Against Four Cross
Rhythms”, hartigan 1995: 68, Leake 2004: 3, Burns 2010). If Atsiagbekor is often
transcribed in 12/8 meter, and Coexistence demonstrates that Atsiagbekor and
Kete share the same metric organization, then I propose to posit Coexistence as
further evidence for representing Kete in 12/8 meter53.
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Inferring meter of Kete based on Ewe gankogui mirrors performance practice of both the
aforementioned Accra and Kumasi versions of Coexistence. Ewe gankogui starts first, and then
other ensembles deduce their timing, tempo, and metric orientation from the “easily recognizable”
temporal structures of the standard Agbadza bell pattern (M. Ofori pers. comm. 4 Jun. 2017).
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PART THREE: FEEL
On the Term “Feel”
In his 2002 article “Black Atlantic Rhythm: Its Computational and
Transcultural Foundations”, musician and psychologist Jeff Pressing unpacks the
definition of the term ‘feel’ in regards to its usage in the music and dance of
Africa and the African diaspora. Pressing defines ‘feel’ as “a cognitive temporal
phenomenon emerging from one or more carefully aligned concurrent rhythmic
patterns” (Pressing 2002: 288). Furthermore, Pressing argues, the cognitive
phenomenon of ‘feel’ should be characterized by 1) perception of beats, each
subdivided into smaller pulses, 2) perception of a recurring cycle of time, and 3)
the capability to engage “synchronizing body responses”54 (Pressing 2002: 288).
Essentially, Pressing uses the term ‘feel’ to describe the mental sensation of
perceiving beats (subdivided into pulses) and meter in African and African
Diasporic music designed to inspire dance.
In his recent writings including “Yewevu in the Metric Matrix” (2010),
“Agbadza: The Critical Edition”, and the “Africa” chapter in the 5th Edition of
Worlds of Music (2009), Locke uses the term ‘feel’ preceded by a number to
establish a framework for the perception of any given drum part, song, or dance
movement. For example, Locke writes the Atsiagbekor bell can be felt in the 4feel, with perception grounded in the flow of four dotted quarter-notes, or in the
6-feel, with perception grounded in the flow of six quarter-notes (Locke 2009: 98-

54

For the sake of consistency, I describe Pressing’s passage on feel in Lockean terminology.
Pressing’s original quote reads “perception of recurring pulses” (Pressing 2002: 288).
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99). My current writing adopts Locke’s conventions on ‘feel’, and uses the term
preceded by a number to show the perceived framework for any given part.

The 2-Feel
The primary feel of Kete, I argue, is the 2-feel. Expressed by the timing of
the dancers footsteps in the basic foot movement of Kete, the 2-feel describes the
half-time feeling prevalent in Kete dance-drumming. The 2-feel aligns with the
dawuro on both of its two dotted half-notes: the first beat of the 2-feel lines up
with “nan” (the downbeat, Anku’s RTP and the entrance point of the dancers
footsteps), and the second beat of the 2-feel lines up with the syllable “si” – the
middle syllable of the Twi word “posini” (Anku 1988: 44).

Figure 40. Dawuro with 2-Feel.

“The Chief Walks; He Is Not in a Hurry”
The 2-feel, I argue, embodies the Asante maxim of ‘not hurrying’ – an
aesthetic and cultural value placed on dignified, deliberate, and measured
movements. According to Rattray, Nketia, Koetting, and Ampene, Kete originally
existed strictly as royal palace music, often providing chiefs with drumming to
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dance to55 (Rattray 1927: 282; Nketia 1963: 129-133; Koetting 1970: 7-8;
Ampene 2016: 140). Dressed in their elaborate kente cloth and golden jewelry,
chiefs are expected to move slowly and regally. Exerting themselves to dance to
the faster 4-feel would defy the expectation of slow, majestic movement from
royalty – the half time, 2-feel, however, appropriately suits their dignified
movements.
Nketia documents the importance of ‘not hurrying’ in Kete in his 1963
Drumming in Akan Communities. In the “old tradition” where Kete vocal preludes
explicitly described meaning embodied in the drumming, “the idea of ‘not
hurrying’ [was] dwelt on in some of the vocal preludes”56 (Nketia 1963: 129,
130). Nketia discusses the vocal prelude to the Kete piece Apɛntɛ, which says ‘a
wasp does not sting unless provoked’, and as Nketia explains, symbolically means
that “a chief does not hurry, unless there is a matter of urgency, nor would he as
war leader hurry to overrun people without cause”. Nketia also discusses Twi text
for the “general rhythmic character” of Apɛntɛ, which translates to “the chief
walks; he is not in a hurry” 57 (Nketia 1963: 130).
The idea of ‘not hurrying’, as explained by Nketia, resonates with “An
Aesthetic of the Cool”, Robert Farris Thompson’s 1973 article on the widespread
West African and Diasporic aesthetic value of ‘cool’. The metaphorical meaning
behind the term ‘cool’, Thompson writes, “seems to be control, having the values
55

For the spread of Kete into the public sphere, see Adinku 2000: 351-352. For the relatively
recent professionalization of Kete, see Kaminski 2007: 5.
56
As far back as 1963, Nketia describes the vocal preludes to Kete drumming as a declining
practice: “in many states, […] voice parts are no longer used” (Nketia 1963: 129).
57
Nketia’s term “general rhythmic character” describes what Nigerian ethnomusicologist Meki
Nzewi calls the “Essential Unilineal Theme”, the melodic essence of an African drum piece
(Nzewi 1997: 39).
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of composure in the individual context, social stability in the context of the
group” (Thompson 1973: 41). Thompson cites the prevalence of the aesthetic
value of ‘cool’ not only during times of difficulty, but also during enjoyable acts
such as dance and other performing arts. In light of the West African aesthetic
sensibility that it is “particularly admirable to do difficult tasks with an air of
ease”, it is no wonder that Asantes generally prefer to dance to the complex drum
music of Kete with the “cool”, “calm”, and “relaxed” beat of the 2-feel58
(Thompson 1973: 41).

Experimental Time Signature: 2 Over Dotted Half
The importance of the 2-feel warrants a discussion of a less conventional
time signature. In Locke’s “Africa” chapter in Worlds of Music, he uses time
signatures where “a number in the numerator shows the number of beats per
measure, and a musical note in the denominator shows the time-value of these
beats” (Locke 2009: 98). In the case of Kete, the time signature of 2 over dotted
half-note accurately displays the significance of the 2-feel.

58

Citing Johann Gottlieb Christaller’s 1933 Asante Twi dictionary, Thomspon lists “cool”,
“calmed”, and “relaxed” as definitions for the Twi word “dwo”, meaning “to cool” (Thompson
1973: 91).
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Figure 41. Experimental Time Signature for Kete.

Although this time signature is excellently descriptive Kete’s signature
half-time feel, this project ultimately uses 12/8. In his recent book The African
Imagination in Music, Agawu professes that “the most penetrating studies [of
African music] have come from scholars who have proceeded comparatively” and
who have proficiency with at least one other musical culture, genre, or language
(Agawu 2016: 156-157). Considering the strong presence of 12/8 in Ghanaian
(Locke, Ladzekpo) and Afro-diasporic dance-drumming (Spiro), I use 12/8 to
foreground the similarity between Kete and other well-studied Ghanaian dancedrumming styles such as Atsiagbekor (see Coexistence Factor), and to save
readers the work of having to use an unfamiliar time signature.

PART FOUR: PHRASING
‘Phrasing Referent’
In his 1997 monograph African Music: Theoretical Content and Creative
Continuum – The Culture Exponent’s Definitions, Nigerian author Meki Nzewi
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discusses the function of the bell in African music as the ‘phrasing referent’. More
than simply keeping time, the bell provides a “creatively static” layer of the
Ensemble Thematic Cycle59 that is generally “reiterated without variation” and
functions as a reference point for the other instruments to draw upon for their own
melorhythmic phrases60 (Nzewi 1997: 35). In Kete, the dawuro functions as
phrasing referent, providing a relatively steady theme upon which the other drums
and rattles can base the phrasing of their parts.

Goal-Oriented Phrasing
In “Agbadza: The Critical Edition”, Locke discusses the aesthetic value of
‘goal-oriented phrasing’, where phrases lead up to moments of musical resolution.
“Musical phrases”, Locke writes, “tend to begin in a musically unresolved
condition and move towards tonal and rhythmic resolution at their conclusion”
(Locke 2012: 46). In the case of the Agbadza bell, Locke describes the ‘goal’ as
the downbeat. “The [Standard 12/8 Bell] phrase moves like an arrow towards its
target on stroke 1, which is the ONE of the next measure (phrasing forward over
the bar line)” (Locke 2012: 46).
John Miller Chernoff also discusses goal-oriented phrasing in his
influential book African Rhythm and African Sensibility: Aesthetics and Social
Action in African Musical Idioms. Exploring the differences between phrasing in

59

Nzewi’s term Ensemble Thematic Cycle describes “the aggregate sound of the layers of rolethemes in an ensemble” of African music (Nzewi 1997: 44).
60
Nzewi resists the term “rhythm” in the description of African drum music, saying Africans do
not conceive of percussion in isolation as in the West. The term ‘melorhythm’, he argues, more
accurately describes the African aesthetic of using drums in an ensemble setting to create emotive
melodic themes (Nzewi 1997: 34-35).
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African and Western classical musics, Chernoff writes, “in Western music, the
lead singer or instrumentalist starts on the main beat; in African music the
situation is reversed: the musician unifies his time with the last beat he plays
rather than the first one” (Chernoff 1979: 56). In this chapter, goal-oriented
phrasing is found in the way dawuro phrases lead to the downbeat.

Figure 42. Ernest Domfeh with Dawuro Engraved "I <3 My Work, i.e. Drumming", 13 Sep. 2011.

Standard Kete Dawuro Phrase Shape
The standard Kete dawuro phrase shape may be considered an extreme
case of goal-oriented-phrasing. Not only does the phrase start in a “musically
unresolved” (Locke 2012: 46) metric position and move towards a moment of
resolution at the downbeat of the next measure, but it then moves beyond the
downbeat of the next measure to connect with the beginning of the phrase again.
The standard Kete dawuro starts on beat 2.2, a timepoint characterized by a high
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motility61. The phrase contains loud (keseɛ) strokes on 3.2 and 4.1 before arriving
at a brief “sense of stability and stasis” (Locke 2012: 41) on the downbeat, an
important structural point in both the dawuro pattern itself and the Twi words that
accompany it (see Finding an Entrance Through “Posini Atia Me Nan So”).
While many Ghanaian musical phrases end or resolve at the goal of the downbeat,
the standard Kete dawuro phrase moves past the downbeat to 1.3, creating a
smooth transition between the end of one phrase and the beginning of its next
iteration. To clearly see beginning and ending points, below is notation of one
cycle of the dawuro pattern over two measures of 12/8. In this project, any phrase
that starts on 2.2 and follows the same general contour as the dawuro can be said
to align with the standard Kete dawuro phrase shape.

Figure 43. Standard Kete Dawuro Phrase Shape.

The design of the dawuro phrase shape – beginning and ending at points
other than the main beats – is a significant source of aesthetic satisfaction. Anku’s
doctoral dissertation Procedures in African Drumming: A Study of Akan/Ewe
Traditions and African Drumming in Pittsburgh describes the aesthetic pleasure
of beat internalization and musical phrases that play around the beat. Anku first
describes musical enculturation of Ghanaian youth, saying children’s songs have
61

In Locke’s “axis of stability-motility”, beat two is the most motile beat (Locke 2010).
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hand-clapping parts that externalize the beat. As children grow and their sense of
beat develops, the beat becomes more internalized, and there is less need to
overtly articulate it. Anku describes the aesthetic process of beat internalization in
mature drummers: “from my personal experience as a drummer, rhythm becomes
more aesthetically exciting, complex and mature when the beat is internalized
from time to time, resulting in less suggestive articulation of the rhythm above an
undercurrent of strongly felt beats” (Anku 1988: 39).

Ntwamu Phrase Shape
I first learned the Twi term ntwamu from Boston-based Kete drummer
Michael Ofori, who explained that ntwamu literally translates from Twi to “the
one that cuts inside” (M. Ofori pers. comm. 4 Jun. 2017). In Ofori’s teachings,
ntwamu is the name for the dawuro pattern presented, transcribed, and analyzed in
this section.
Upon further research, I saw the term was well documented in the
literature: Nketia defines ntwamu as an instrument that “crosses the beats of other
drums”, adding that the purpose of these instruments lies in “adding to the
richness of the rhythmic design” (Nketia 1963: Appendix III, 27). While ntwamu
refers to the second dawuro pattern in Kete, Kwasi Ampene also refers to the
second dawuro pattern in Nnwonkoro as ntwamu (Ampene 2005: 35).
While the standard Kete dawuro phrase begins on timepoint 2.2, ntwamu
lives up to its name and ‘cuts inside’ the standard phrase shape, starting halfway
through the standard Kete dawuro phrase, on beat 4.2. Starting on a point of high
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motility like the standard Kete dawuro, ntwamu plays three bounce strokes around
the downbeat, effectively injecting a strong sense of motion into what would
normally function as a moment of resolution. Ntwamu then works its way to an
end on beat 3.2, another highly motile timepoint. Ntwamu never reaches any
significant point of resolution – it is always in motion. In this project, any phrase
that starts on 4.2 and ends on 3.2 can be said to align with the ntwamu phrase
shape.

Figure 44. Ntwamu Phrase Shape.

Nnawuro Mmienu: Standard Kete Dawuro & Ntwamu
In what has become a popular contemporary practice in Kete drumming,
two dawuro – or Nnawuro Mmienu in Twi – play two interlocking parts62. The
larger, lower pitched dawuro (dawuro barima, or male dawuro) plays the standard
Kete dawuro, and the smaller, higher pitched dawuro (dawuro ɔbaa, or female
dawuro) plays the ntwamu pattern63. In the ‘big four’ of Asante dance-drumming
– Kete, Fɛntɛmfrɛm, Adowa, and Nnwonkoro – all but Kete use two dawuro as

62

Whenever discussing the practice of using two dawuro for Kete, Attah Poku reminds his
students that Kete is originally played with one dawuro – two is a recent innovation.
63
Labels “dawuro barima” and “dawuro ɔbaa” borrowed from Fɛntɛmfrɛm.
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their standard instrumentation64. Importing the nnawuro mmienu style into Kete
effectively puts Kete into context with the majority of the Asante dancedrumming repertoire (see Appendix IV).

Figure 45. Philip Agyeman and Attah Poku Playing Nnawuro Mmienu, 18 Feb. 2013.

Standard Kete dawuro phrase starting on 2.2 and ntwamu starting a dotted
half-note later on beat 4.2, the two phrase shapes are in continuous motion. Figure
46 highlights the beginning and ending points of the two interlocking phrase
shapes, notated over two measures of 12/8. Figure 47 shows the motile and
cyclical nature of the two interlocking dawuro parts, as notated in one measure of
12/8.

64

In my 2012-2016 fieldwork in Ghana, by far the four most common styles of dance-drumming
in Asante were Kete, Fɛntɛmfrɛm, Adowa, and Nnwonkoro.
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Figure 46. Nnawuro Mmienu Phrase Shapes.

Figure 47. Interlocking Nnawuro Mmienu Phrase Shapes in Motion.

Conclusion: Five Frameworks for Analysis
Based on a framework of 12/8 meter felt primarily in the 2-feel, this chapter
presents five frameworks upon which Kete dance-drumming can be analyzed:
1. Twi text for the standard Kete dawuro. Particularly useful in describing
the organization of Kete dance-drumming without employing any foreign,
non-Asante analytic techniques, the Twi text for the dawuro facilitates
connection between dawuro and other instruments in the Kete ensemble.
Once the Twi text for the dawuro has been internalized (in context of the
2-feel), this method is particularly useful in teaching Kete drum parts.
2. 12/8 Meter. More specifically called ‘ternary-quadruple time’, the meter
of 12/8 contains four beats each with three 8th note pulses (1.1, 1.2, 1.3,
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2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 4.1, 4.2, 4.3). This meter heeds Spiro’s advice
on meter in Afro-centric music, and acknowledges the strong notational
tradition of the Ghanaian dance-drumming canon. 12/8 is particularly
useful when examining the relationship (see Coexistence Factor) between
Kete and other well-documented forms of 12/8 Ghanaian dance-drumming
such as Atisagbekor.
3. 2-feel. The primary feel of Kete, the 2-feel reflects the Asante maxim of
‘not hurrying’ as documented by Nketia in 1963.
4. Standard Kete dawuro phrase shape. This phrase shape, critical to the
phrasing of many Kete drum parts, begins on beat 2.2, progresses to a
brief moment of resolution at the downbeat, then moves to 1.3, creating a
smooth transition for its next iteration on 2.2.
5. Ntwamu phrase shape. Literally meaning ‘cut inside’, this phrase shape
begins half way through the standard Kete dawuro phrase shape. The only
Kete dawuro pattern that doesn’t begin on 2.2, ntwamu begins on 4.2, and
its three bounce strokes directly straddle the downbeat, ensuring
continuous motion through a metric point that normally acts as a moment
for resolution.
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CHAPTER THREE
Kuakuanisuo: An Analytical
Approach to Poku’s Standard Version
Introduction
Seeking technical understanding of the inner-workings of this beautifully
complex Asante court drumming, this chapter analyzes one single Kete drumming
piece – Kuakuanisuo – using the five frameworks cultivated in Chapter Two.
While Koetting’s 1970 analysis focused primarily on alignment of instrumental
parts, the present analysis seeks to progress towards an ethnographically informed
understanding of musical issues such as meter, feel, phrasing, form, and
generative lead drum composition. The musical material used for this analysis
highlights the teachings of Tufts professor and Centre for National Culture
drummer Attah Poku, positing his pedagogical rendition as a standard version of
Kuakuanisuo65. I learned Kuakuanisuo from Poku during private lessons at the
Centre for National Culture in Kumasi in September 2011, and have studied and
performed the piece with the CNC, Nsuase, and Ahenema Kete groups for the
past six years66.
This chapter opens with “Part One: Background”, a brief cultural context
of Kuakuanisuo, a prerequisite to any musical analysis of the drumming itself.
65

As Poku played lead drum with the Centre for National Culture and the Nsuase Kete group (and
played in the Asantehene’s Fɛntɛmfrɛm ensemble), I am tempted to describe his Kuakuanisuo “the
standard version”. With respect to the nature of the evolving tradition, however, I term Poku’s
teachings “a standard version.”
66
I take full responsibility for any errors in my presentation of Kuakuanisuo; the notation and
analysis of this chapter displays my best attempt to document my understanding of Poku’s
teachings.
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“Part Two: Timeline” examines the dawuro and ntorowa, then “Part Three:
Support” analyzes the support instruments in the order Poku teaches his students:
donno, petia, aburukuwa, and apentema, seeking insight on how each individual
part expresses issues of meter, feel, and phrasing67, 68. “Part Four: Lead”, the
largest portion of the chapter, delves into the kwadum lead drum, addressing
theoretical issues of resolution points, form, frameworks, motifs, and generative
composition. “Part Five: Essential Unilineal Theme”, inspired by Nzewi,
discusses the overall melorhythmic contour of Kuakuanisuo drumming.

PART ONE: BACKGROUND
Kuakuanisuo Meaning and Purpose
According to Attah Poku, “you can’t really play Kete without playing
Kuakuanisuo” (A. Poku, pers. comm, 23 Sep. 2016). The first Kete piece Poku
taught me in our first private lessons in Kumasi in September 2011, Kuakuanisuo
was also the one and only Kete piece performed by all seven groups on my 20132016 Akan field recordings69. My research suggests that the importance of
Kuakuanisuo lies in its relevance for performance at funerals, its musical support
of gestural expressions of authority by chiefs, and its capacity to incorporate
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This analysis focuses on Kuakuanisuo drumming, and does not include the vocal preludes or
reed pipes acknowledged in the literature by Rattray, Nketia, and others. During my fieldwork in
Ghana, only one Kete group still sang vocal preludes (Ankaase Kete Group), and the reed pipes
appeared to be virtually extinct (K. Ampene pers. comm. 1 Aug. 2017).
68
This section proceeds directly to the instrumental parts for Kuakuanisuo; for general playing
techniques and ensembles roles of the Kete instruments, see Koetting 1970 and Paulding 2015.
69
Each group was asked to play a selection of Kete pieces of their own choice for a total of twenty
minutes. Kuakuanisuo was the only piece that all seven groups independently chose to include in
their representation of Kete repertoire.
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melorhythmic passages from Fɛntɛmfrɛm, “the most important of all state drum
orchestras” (Nketia 1963: 138).
The title Kuakuanisuo refers to crying birds, and is comprised of two
parts: kuakua is onomatopoeic for a sound made by birds, and nisuo is the Twi
word for “tears” (K. Ampene pers. comm. 1 Aug. 2017). An alternative title,
Nisuo Bɛ Ku Me, more directly translates to “tears will kill me”70. According to
Nana Agyenim Boateng, Gyaasehene at the Nkwantakese palace, Kuakuanisuo is
appropriate to perform at funerals when “the women, the wives, the children, and
the family are wailing, […] shedding tears” (N. Boateng interview, 13 Jul. 2015).
Kuakuanisuo is typically performed for chiefs: both when a chief is
walking in the event grounds (entering, greeting, exiting), and when a chief is
dancing. The close relationship between kwadum and dance in Kuakuanisuo is
particularly suited to enhance the potent gestures of authority and power
expressed by chiefs in public settings. According to Poku, many chiefs prefer
dancing to the tightly synchronized phrases of kwadum in Kuakuanisuo (see Bsection: “Landing on the Beat”) so they can utilize commonly-understood Asante
dance gestures to show everyone it attendance “that the whole place belongs to
them”71 (A. Poku, pers. comm, 23 Sep. 2016).
Additionally, Kuakuanisuo is beloved by drummers and dancers alike for
its capacity to borrow material from the closely related Fɛntɛmfrɛm piece
70

“Kuakuanisuo” spelling suggested by Kwasi Ampene (K. Ampene pers. comm. 1 Aug. 2017).
Alternate spellings/titles include Kwekwe Nisuo (Poku), Akuokuo Nisuo (Kaminski),
Kwekwenisuo (Younge), Nusuo Bekume (Ampene 2016), and Koko Nisoɔ (Nkwantakese).
71
For a detailed study of gestural expression in the Kete dance, see Emmanuel Cudjoe’s 2015
University of Ghana Masters thesis “The Contexts and Meaning in Asante Dance Performance:
The Case of Kete”.
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Nnawea. When adapting material from Fɛntɛmfrɛm – particularly in the absence
of an actual Fɛntɛmfrɛm ensemble – drummers enjoy additional room for display
of complex melorhythmic parts, dancers enjoy the ability for enhanced gestural
expression, and due to the heightened and exciting nature of the performance, the
ensemble stands a good chance at earning more money.

PART TWO: TIMELINE
Dawuro
Poku’s version of Kuakuanisuo uses one dawuro only, and plays the
standard Kete dawuro throughout the duration of the piece. For a detailed
discussion of the standard Kete dawuro, see Chapter Two.

Figure 48. Kuakuanisuo Dawuro Part.

Ntorowa

The ntorowa for Kuakuanisuo plays a signature three-note pattern that is a
hallmark of Asante music: the offbeats of 2, 3, and 4. In its ternary-quadruple
(12/8) metric form, the pattern occurs on timepoints 2.2, 3.2, and 4.2, and is
documented in the literature for Nnwonkoro afirikyewa, Assadua ntorowa, and
Adenkum afirikyewa (Ampene 2005: 35; Younge 2011: 341; hartigan 1995: 51).
In its binary-quadruple (4/4) metric form, it occurs on timepoints 2.3, 3.3, and 4.3,
and it has been documented for Sikyi afirikyewa and Apɛntɛ (Kete) ntorowa,
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(Hartigan 1995: 17; Younge 2011: 343-344). One of two standard parts for
ntorowa in Kete, this part is also played for Abɔfoɔ, Adabremua, Wofa Attah,
Akwadwom, Adowa Kete, and Kyenkyenhene. As shown below, the mnemonic
vocable Poku uses to represent the sound of ntorowa is "sao"72.

Figure 49. Kuakuanisuo Ntorowa Part.

Meter – When viewed in the ternary-quadruple metric framework (12/8),
the ntorowa in Kuakuanisuo plays an exclusively syncopated pattern, creating a
highly motile phrase. With its three strokes on 2.2, 3.2, and 4.2, the ntorowa never
aligns with the dancers footsteps – neither in the 2-feel nor the 4-feel.

Figure 50. Ntorowa in 12/8 Meter.

Phrasing – Starting on the same timepoint and in unison with two out of
four loud (keseɛ) strokes of the dawuro, the ntorowa closely aligns with the

72

With the exception of Posini Atia Me Nan So – taught by Stephen Opoku – all vocables and
stickings presented in notational examples in this chapter represent the teachings of Attah Poku.
Vocables from private lesson at Tufts University, 30 Apr. 2017; stickings from private lessons at
CNC, Sep. 2011.
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Standard Kete dawuro phrase shape. Starting on 2.2 and ending on 4.2, the
ntorowa bridges the entrance points of the standard Kete dawuro and ntwamu
dawuro phrase shapes. Every one of the three ntorowa strokes aligns with strokes
in the ntwamu phrase.

Figure 51. Ntorowa with Standard Kete Dawuro.

Dawuro & Ntorowa as Timeline – In African Music in Ghana, J.H.
Kwabena Nketia defines “time line” as “a constant point of reference by which
the phrase structure of a song as well as the linear metrical organisation of phrases
are guided” (Nketia 1963: 78). In Kete, I argue that the timeline is a composite of
two instruments: the dawuro and the ntorowa. Like the dawuro, the ntorowa plays
a constant, unchanging pattern that functions as a reference point for drummers to
relate their phrases to. The composite of the two unchanging parts creates the full
reference point for the other instrumentalists and dancers in Kete ensemble.

Figure 52. Composite Timeline of Dawuro & Ntorowa.
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PART THREE: SUPPORT
Donno
In Poku’s pedagogical version of Kuakuanisuo, the donno plays a simple
two-stroke phrase that resolves to the 2-feel. Professional Kete groups such as the
Nsuase Kete Groupoften play more complex donno parts that interact with
kwadum, apentema, and aburukuwa.

Figure 53. Kuakuanisuo Donno Part.

2-Feel and Dawuro Phrase Shapes – Two features of the donno part merit
mention here. The donno part aligns with 1) the motile, offbeat timepoints where
the standard Kete dawuro and ntwamu phrase shapes begin, and 2) the metrically
stable dotted half notes of the 2-feel. In other words, the first stroke of each twonote donno phrase aligns with the beginning of a dawuro phrase; the second
stroke of each donno phrase aligns with the 2-feel.

Figure 54. Donno, Dawuro Phrase Shapes, and 2-Feel.
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Petia
In an April 2013 interview in Kumasi, Centre for National Culture senior
drummer Joseph Boamah – commonly known as Foreman – discussed the voices
of the four Kete drums as four-part harmony: aburukuwa as soprano, apentema as
alto, petia as tenor, and kwadum as bass (J. Boamah interview 5 Apr. 2013).
Boamah’s labels nicely describe the relative pitch and tuning of the four Kete
drums, and remind the reader to consider the similarities between Asante court
drumming and other styles of music and culture from around the globe. To clarify
that these terms only describe relative pitch and not ensemble roles, I take cue
from Locke’s approach and term Boamah’s analogy “four-part African drum
harmony”73. Nketia’s 1963 Drumming in Akan Communities corroborates
Boamah’s approach, labeling aburukuwa as soprano, apentema as alto, and petia
the tenor drum of the Kete ensemble (Nketia 1963: Appendix III).
Boston-based Kete drummer Michael Ofori calls the petia the “engine” of
Kete, saying it functions to drive the music forward (M. Ofori pers. comm. 2 Mar.
2017). In Kuakuanisuo, the petia drives the music with a 3-stroke phrase well
documented in the Ghanaian dance-drumming literature. Locke describes this
rhythmic pattern – also the gankogui part for the Ewe dance Husago – with the
“arithmetic formula 1 + 2 + 3”, referring to the expanding durations of eighthnote, quarter-note, and dotted quarter-note (Locke 2010). This petia part is
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In Drum Gahu, Locke uses the term “African 4/4” to describe a meter similar to 4/4 but
intentionally devoid of Western classical connotations of stress and accentuation patterns (Locke
1998: 19).
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standard part for most of the fast Kete pieces: Akwadwom, Adowa Kete,
Kyɛnkyɛnhene, Asɔkɔre Mampong, and Kyeremateng74.

Figure 55. Kuakuanisuo Petia Part.

2-Feel – The longest durational value (dotted quarter-note) in this pattern
“functions as a moment of arrival” (Locke 2010), and coincides with the 2-feel.
Embodied in the basic dance movement of Kete, the dancers step with their feet
on the third and final stroke of every petia phrase.

Figure 56. Petia with 2-Feel.

12/8 Meter & Dawuro Phrase Shapes – The petia not only functions as an
“engine” driving the music forward, but this signature part for the fast Kete pieces
also connects the underlying meter with the more syncopated phrasing of the
dawuro and ntorowa timeline instruments. When each 3-stroke phrase of the petia
part is played as taught by Poku with the sticking RL-R--, the right hand outlines
the underlying four dotted quarter-notes of the 12/8 meter, and the left hand
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While most Kete pieces can be played at a range of tempos, these pieces are generally played at
the fastest tempos in the Kete repertoire, with the exceptions of Asɔkɔre Mampong and
Kyeremateng, which are commonly played both slow and fast.
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articulates the starting (2.2) and ending points (4.2) of ntorowa, which are also the
starting points of both the standard Kete dawuro and ntwamu phrase shapes.

Figure 57. Petia, Meter, and Timeline.

Donno Connection – Like the donno, the basic petia part plays a phrase
that resolves on a metrically stable timepoint. The donno and petia parts for
Kuakuanisuo closely align, sharing two out of three strokes of each petia phrase.
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Figure 58. Alignment of Donno and Petia.

Aburukuwa
The high-pitched aburukuwa, thought to imitate the chirping voice of a
bird, is the treble/soprano voice of the four-part African drum harmony of the redand-black checkered Kete drums (Nketia 1963: Appendix I, Appendix III; N.
Sarfo interview Sep. 2011; J. Boamah interview 5 Apr. 2013). Unlike the dawuro,
ntorowa, donno, and petia, the aburukuwa part below is exclusive to
Kuakuanisuo, and is not played for any other Kete pieces. In context of the larger
Asante dance-drumming repertoire, this is also the atataa part for the Fɛntɛmfrɛm
piece Nnawea.

Figure 59. Kuakuanisuo Aburukuwa Part.

2-Feel – The aburukuwa’s part for Kuakuanisuo is entirely syncopated in
relationship to the 2-feel of two dotted half-notes. In terms of tone and timbre, the
two stroke types of the aburukuwa part divide the measure into two halves. In the
first half of the measure, following the right foot of the dancers basic footstep, the
two higher pitched, dampened “ka” strokes occupy the duration of the first dotted
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half-note. In the second half, following the left foot of the dancers basic footstep,
the four relatively lower pitched, “ke/ten” bounce strokes occupy the duration of
the second dotted half-note of the two feel.

Figure 60. Aburukuwa with 2-Feel

Response to Kwadum – According to Younge, the aburukuwa “plays in
dialogue with the kwadum” (Younge 2011: 200). Throughout the Kete repertoire,
the bounce strokes of each drum tend to be the most significant musical
contribution of each instrument, and the most likely to be included in vocalized
versions of what Nzewi calls the “essential unilineal theme”. In Kuakuanisuo, the
four “ke/ten” strokes of the aburukuwa respond to the kwadum’s phrase of bounce
strokes that leads up to timepoint 3.175.

Figure 61. Aburukuwa “Ke/Ten” Strokes as Response to Kwadum.

Microtiming – The aburukuwa part for Kuakuanisuo is difficult to
accurately transcribe in staff notation; various researchers have written the part in
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For detailed discussion of lead drum part, see Kwadum section.
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various ways. There is consensus on the first to the first two “ka” strokes, but
scholars have differed on how to notate the four “ke/ten” bounce strokes, the first
two of which sound to be slightly spread out, and the second pair of which sound
slightly closer together. Based on Poku’s vocalized version of the aburukuwa part
(A. Poku private lesson 30 May 2017), combined with my general ethnographic
experience derived from years of fieldwork in Ghana, I chose to interpret this
slight variation as within the “swing” of Asante rhythmic feel, and transcribed the
four “ke/ten” strokes simply to be the same as the four “pe/ten” strokes of the
apentema. Ofori also conceives of the first two “ke/ten” strokes to be the same as
apentema, but then thinks of the second two as a flam – “keten” (M. Ofori pers.
comm. 2 Mar. 2017). hartigan takes another approach to notating the two pairs of
“ke/ten” strokes and places the “ten” of the first “ke/ten” pair on 4.1 instead of
3.3. As that stroke likely falls somewhere in the space between 3.3 and 4.1, it is
not surprising that multiple transcribers quantize it in multiple ways.
As evidenced by three varying approaches to transcription of one single
part, the issue of microtiming in Kete and Asante dance-drumming in general is a
subject ripe for study. Additional work is needed to more accurately notate and
discuss the Kuakuanisuo aburukuwa part76.
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For an example of a rigorous study analyzing the subtleties of feel and timing in West African
drum ensemble music, see Rainer Polak’s 2010 MTO article “Rhythmic Feel as Meter: NonIsochronous Beat Subdivision in Jembe Music from Mali”.
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Figure 62. Kuakuanisuo Aburukuwa as Transcribed by Paulding, Ofori, and hartigan

Apentema
The apentema hand drum, alto voice of the Kete ensemble, also plays in
dialogue with the kwadum lead drum (Nketia 1963: 114; Younge 2011: 200). Its
basic part for Kuakuanisuo serves to respond to the bounce strokes of the
kwadum, and is remarkably similar to the aburukuwa part.

Figure 63. Kuakuanisuo Apentema Part.

Meter – The apentema is highly syncopated in relation to the underlying
12/8 meter. It plays eight eighth-notes, and not one of them lines up with an
onbeat of the 4-feel, marked by foot movements #2 and #3 of the Kete dance. In
purely rhythmic terms, the apentema rhythm is the same as a well-documented
Ewe 12/8 kagan part (Locke 1979: 374). The actual apentema part, however,
displays a more distinctly melodic contour than the kagan rhythm: bounce strokes
within beats 3 and 4, press strokes within beats 1 and 2.
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Figure 64. Apentema in 12/8 Meter.

Apentema B-Section Response – The apentema has two parts for
Kuakuanisuo, each corresponding to a family of kwadum rhythms. The basic part,
above, corresponds to the basic kwadum phrase and variations on that phrase,
termed “A-section” for the purposes of this analysis. When the kwadum switches
to its “B-section”, featuring a one-measure part with a dotted quarter-note flam on
the downbeat, the apentema switches to its corresponding B-section part. This
part maintains the same rhythm of the basic part, but places its two sets of
“pe/ten” strokes off beats 1 and 3 – a common apentema part for several generally
fast sections of Kete including Akwadwom (B-section), Adowa Kete, Asokore
Mampong, and Kyeremateng.

Figure 65. Kuakuanisuo Apentema B Section.

Apentema & Petia Dialogue – The B-section apentema part interacts not
only with the kwadum, seated on the right-hand side of the apentema player, but
also with the petia, stationed on the apentema player's left-hand side. Each “pe
ten” phrase on the petia is a response to each “ko don kon” phrase on the petia –
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or in other words, the “pe/ten” strokes of the apentema fill the spaces in the petia
part. This melorhythmic dialogue mirrors the interplay of gankogui and kidi, as
transcribed by Locke, in the Ewe dance Husago (Locke 2010).

Figure 66. Apentema and Petia Dialogue.

PART FOUR: LEAD
Kwadum: Basic Part
The kwadum is the bass voice of the Kete ensemble, and leads the
ensemble by cuing dawuro, establishing tempo, calling the Kete piece(s) to be
played, driving tempo forward, interacting with dancers, and generating
melorhythmic variations by modifying traditional parts. For drummers in
professional performances, an important function of the kwadum player's is to
help the group make money by facilitating a musical environment conducive to
dance. Its basic theme for Kuakuanisuo is a two-measure phrase – twice as long
as the next longest instrumental part – is relatively on-beat, and starts at an
unusual timepoint for Kete: the downbeat.
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Figure 67. Kuakuanisuo Kwadum Part.

Kwadum: Resolution Points
In his influential 1984 drum method book Drum Wisdom, Bob Moses lays
out his concept of resolution points, used to give jazz drumset players structure
for their creative improvisation. Moses guides the reader to select a single
timepoint in the meter and establish it as the goal and as the endpoint for their
musical phrases. Once a musician has the structure of an endpoint in place, Moses
writes, they will enjoy vast flexibility to find their own paths to reach the
destination of the resolution point:
“The ability to internalize the [metric] framework with a resolution point
is the key to freedom on the drums. Working off of a point will give you
the element of repetition that is necessary for groove, but it will also allow
you all the freedom you could ever want. In other words, that one point
[…] is always going to be there, and that’s enough to give your playing
the cohesion it needs. Around that point though, you can be playing
different things all the time. The things that lead to or follow that point can
be constantly changing” (Moses 1984: 13).
Although developed for jazz drumset playing, I argue that Moses’
resolution point aptly describes the two-stroke “gɛ dɛn” in the Kuakuanisuo
kwadum part. Moses defines “resolution” as starting a phrase “somewhere before
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any given point and have it land naturally and easily on that point” (Moses 12). In
Kuakuanisuo, most kwadum parts begin between 4.1 and 1.1, and progress
towards an end, a landing – a resolution – on “gɛ dɛn” at 2.3 and 3.1.
Grove Music Online defines the word “resolution” as “the point of
emergence from musical uncertainty, such as incompleteness, dissonance or
ambiguity, onto a point of comparative certainty, completeness, or of single
implication. Resolution implies relaxation, as when consonance succeeds
dissonance, or rhythmic regularity is restored following a syncopation” (Rushton).
Kuakuanisuo’s “gɛ dɛn” fits Grove’s definition of resolution for three reasons: 1)
it completes nearly every kwadum motif, 2) it is always certain, while the motifs
preceding it are uncertain and open to modification and improvisation, and 3) it
ends onbeat with both the 2-feel and the 4-feel, while many of the preceding
motifs are highly syncopated.
Finally, usage of the term “resolution: for Kuakuanisuo was corroborated
by Michael Ofori, who independently referred to the two-stroke “gɛ dɛn” motif as
the “resolution” of the kwadum part (M. Ofori, pers. comm. 30 Jun. 2017).
Similar to Locke’s “axis of stability-motility” (Locke 2010), Moses
presents characterizations of the qualities of each timepoint. Moses refers to the
timepoint of 3.1 as an “anchor”, and says it “tend[s] to stop forward motion,
almost like putting a stake in the ground”, and “[…] tend[s] to give a feeling of
reaching an end”77. Slur markings in the following notation reflect forward
motion toward “gɛ dɛn”: the anchor, the end, the resolution point.
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In Drum Wisdom, Moses uses one 8th note as a time as a resolution point. For the purpose of this
study, however, the two-stroke kwadum motif will be considered a resolution point in itself.
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Figure 68. Kwadum Part with Resolution Points Highlighted.

In its most reduced form, the kwadum can simply play the two-stroke
resolution point, itself a recognizable and distinguishable kwadum part for the
piece78 (see “Digging Inside” / Tutu Mu). This resolution point is at the essence of
virtually all kwadum playing in Kuakuanisuo.

Figure 69. Kwadum Resolution Point.

The resolution point in the kwadum part, however, is not for the kwadum
player alone – it also functions as a call for the apentema and aburukuwa support
drummers. The “gɛ dɛn” resolution on kwadum calls the apentema to play its “pe
ten, pe ten” response, and the aburukuwa to play its similar “ke ten, ke ten”
response. The kwadum resolution point and the apentema and aburukuwa phrases
that answer it are generally located in the second half of the measure, leaving
room in the first half for kwadum motifs leading up to the resolution point (see
Figure 72).
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Typically with less loud (ketewa) press strokes filling the spaces.
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Figure 70. Kwadum Resolution Point with Response.

Kwadum: Formal Design
There are two primary families of kwadum parts for Kuakuanisuo, each of
which calls a specific apentema response, as discussed above. Michael Ofori and I
cultivated labels for these two sections for the purpose of this analysis: A-section:
“Mainline” and B-Section: “Landing on the Beat” (Nsisisoɔ)79. A-section:
“Mainline” refers to the basic kwadum part and variations on that part; B-section:
“Landing On The Beat” (Nsisisoɔ) refers to the kwadum parts designed
specifically to emphasize the synchronization of kwadum, dancers foot and hand
movements, and the 2-feel. Within each of these two families, there is a subset of
parts termed “Dig Inside” (Tutu Mu) where the kwadum player intentionally
leaves space for the support drummers to "shine," in the terminology of Attah
Poku.

Kwadum: A-Section – “Mainline”
Framework – The basic kwadum part for Kuakuanisuo, discussed above
(Figure 67), is the first and primary part for the A-section family of Kuakuanisuo
79

According to Ofori, “mainline” is a popular English term among Kete drummers, used to
describe the basic kwadum part of a given Kete piece; I have adopted this term as a nickname for
the entire A-section of kwadum rhythms. For the B-section, discussed in detail below, Ofori
sugguested the Twi title Nsisisoɔ, translating to “landing on it” (M. Ofori. pers. comm. 30 Jun.
2017).
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kwadum parts. While a beginning-level student of Kete may repeat this part for
the majority of the duration of a Kuakuanisuo performance, an experienced
drummer may play it one single time to call the support drummers into
Kuakuanisuo, then switch to more advanced variations.
There are three components to any kwadum part that falls into the Asection family of Kuakuanisuo kwadum parts: motif, resolution point, and
marking time. The motif is where the kwadum player plays their bounce strokes,
and enjoys the most room for generation of unique variations. The resolution
point, a fixed two-stroke figure leading up to timepoint 3.1, is the goal and the
endpoint of virtually all kwadum motifs. Finally, in between the resolution points
in the first and second measure, the kwadum uses “ka” strokes to mark the beat.
Much like the “ka/kpa” strokes on the wooden shell of the Ewe atsimevu, the
kwadum often plays “ka” strokes to mark the beat, and as Locke writes about
atsimevu, to “maintain rhythmic drive” in between phrases of essential musical
material (Locke 1979: 507).

Figure 71. Framework for A-Section: "Mainline" kwadum parts.

Motifs – Within the above framework, the kwadum can insert a number of
traditional and individually composed motifs to create variations of the basic Asection kwadum part. Five motifs, as learned from Attah Poku, are presented
below, in order of similarity to the basic part. These motifs are inserted in the
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“Space for Motif” section in the framework above to create full variations for the
A-section of Kuakuanisuo. For fully notated versions of these motifs in the
context of the A-section framework, see Appendix IV.

Figure 72. Five kwadum motifs for A-Section: "Mainline".

Processes of Generative Composition – In the section on “lead-drum
narratives” in The African Imagination in Music, Agawu lays out a theory of
“generative” composition utilized by African musicians. African lead drummers,
he writes, arrive at a performance with an arsenal of memorized material for the
given dance-drumming idiom, and in addition, possess a knowledge of how to
manipulate segments of that memorized material in order to generate new
material in the course of the performance. “This is not knowledge of particular
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rhythms as such”, Agawu writes, “rather, it is knowledge of how to make
rhythms, techniques for ordering rhythms – compositional knowledge” (Agawu
2016: 188).
The process of generative lead drum composition, as articulated by
Agawu, is the process by which kwadum players create new variations in the
moment of performance. In addition to the five kwadum variations created by
inserting the above motifs into the A-section framework, employment of
additional compositional techniques opens the doors to the possibility of
generation of countless other variations. These techniques, summarized by Locke
in Drum Gahu include ornamentation, repetition, segmentation, syncopation,
dynamics, filling or emptying musical space, and more (Locke 1998: 126).
Skilled kwadum players extensively use ornamentation to create new
variations from existing parts. In the teachings of Attah Poku, many kwadum
motifs are first introduced utilizing only single “gɛ/dɛ” bounce strokes. As the
student becomes more comfortable with these simpler variations, Poku introduces
basic ornamented versions featuring the addition of “African flams – equal
volume, spread out further than orchestral flams, and with first stroke on the beat.
Below is a simple example of ornamentation in Kuakuanisuo kwadum drumming:
Var. A-3 in its basic format, and then Var. A-3 ornamented with a flam.
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Figure 73. Kwadum Variation by Ornamentation.

Another common technique of kwadum variation generation is
segmentation and repetition. In the example below, a four-stroke segment is taken
from variation A-5. This segmented gets repeated three times before resolving to
the resolution point, then proceeding to mark time with “ka” strokes before hitting
the resolution point again. The measures of segment repetition are generally the
only measures in Kuakuanisuo where the kwadum does not articulate the
resolution point. Note that the two-measure form of the kwadum part is not set in
stone, but relies on the aesthetic goals of the kwadum player. Variations
containing segment repetition can often last three, four, or more measures before
the kwadum player returns to a standard motif and sets the two-measure form
back in motion. This particular variation, using segment repetition, can then be
further decorated by adding ornamentation of less loud (ketewa) strokes to the
segmented and repeated version.
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Figure 74. Kwadum Variation by Segmentation and Repetition.

“Digging Inside” (Tutu Mu) – There is a subset of parts in the A-section of
Kuakuanisuo termed “Digging Inside” (Tutu Mu). In this section, the kwadum
substitutes its loud “ka” strokes for less loud (ketewa), press strokes. The purpose
for this substitution is two-fold: 1) aesthetic: create room for the support
drummer’s parts to shine through, and 2) physical: allow the kwadum player a
chance to rest and conserve energy. The name Tutu Mu, explained by Michael
Ofori, translates from Twi to “digging inside.” In this analogy, the multi-part
texture80 of Kete is relatively full when all instruments play their standard parts –
and therefore the kwadum player must “dig inside” their part and remove a

80

Similar to Nzewi’s concept of Ensemble Thematic Cycle (Nzewi 1997: 44).
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portion of it to make space for the support to shine through81 (M. Ofori pers.
comm. 30 Jun. 2017). Since he began teaching Asante drumming in the USA,
Attah Poku has created a nickname for these gaps in the kwadum to be filled in by
other players: “potholes.”

Figure 75. A-Section: "Digging Inside" Basic Part.

The framework for A-section: “Digging Inside” (Tutu Mu) is quite similar
to the general A-section framework presented above, except that loud “ka” strokes
are substituted with less loud (ketewa) presses, and that often times, the space for
a motif is also filled with less loud presses instead of any bounce strokes.

Figure 76. Framework for A-Section: "Digging Inside"

The same six motifs, presented above (A-Basic through A-5) can be
inserted to the A-section: “Digging Inside” framework to create many full
variations for Kuakuanisuo. The fully transcribed versions are presented in
Appendix V. Additional variations can be generated by the employment of the
81

Ofori grew up playing Kete in Kumasi, and then moved to Accra, where he began playing with
members of the Ghana Dance Ensemble. He tells a story where he developed an affinity for the
aesthetic of “Digging Inside” (Tutu Mu) from performing and listening to sogo/kidi dialogues in
Ewe Agbadza music while at Legon. Upon return to Kumasi, his Kete drummer colleagues noticed
his preference for “digging inside” and creating room for the aburukuwa, apentema, donno, and
petia (M. Ofori. pers. comm. 30 Jun. 2017).
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techniques summarized by Locke, above. In this subsection, the basic theme is
typically played for one or more measures in between variations with active
bounce-stroke kwadum motifs.
Generally, the faster the tempo for Kuakuanisuo, the greater percentage of
time that the kwadum player will play the “Digging Inside” subset of A-section
variations.

Kwadum: B-Section – “Landing on the Beat” (Nsisisoɔ)
The B-section of Kuakuanisuo, as explained by Michael Ofori, is designed
to emphasize moments of synchronization between the kwadum, the dancer, and
the 2-feel beat (M. Ofori pers. comm. 30 Jun. 2017). If the kwadum is playing the
A-section, and a dancer enters the dancing ring unbeknownst to the lead drummer,
a senior drummer might tell the kwadum player “bɔ sisi so”, meaning “play to
land it”. The “it” in that statement, Ofori explains, is understood to mean the
moments of the dancers foot and hand gestures – the 2-feel beat of Kete. The
primary function of the B-section, therefore, serves to align the kwadum closely
with the dancers physical movements, which fall on the 2-feel of Kete (see
Chapter Two).

Figure 77. Kuakuanisuo B-Section Kwadum Basic Part.
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Framework – There are four components to any kwadum part that falls
into the B-section family of Kuakuanisuo: “landing on it”, resolution point,
marking time, and motif. “Landing on it” is the moment where the kwadum aligns
with the dancers gestures and the 2-feel, and is the primary purpose of this family
of kwadum parts. The resolution point pulls double duty – serving as the standard
Kuakuanisuo resolution point, as discussed above, and also marking another
moment of “landing on it”. Similar to the A-section, “ka” strokes mark time
during passages of “gɛ/dɛ” bounce strokes. Finally, motifs can occupy the
majority of the second measure, leading to a strong resolution on the downbeat of
measure one. This structure is common throughout the Kete kwadum repertoire: a
two-measure form where a motif begins in the second measure and resolves to 1.1
of the first measure.

Figure 78. Framework for B-Section: “Landing on the Beat”.

Motifs – As the B-section is designed specifically to consistently
emphasize the moments of the dancers physical movement, there is less room for
manipulation of motifs and creation of new variations than there is in the Asection. While the “landing on it” moments largely need to be constantly
articulated by the kwadum, the kwadum can occasionally add a preset motif to the
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second measure to create a strong resolution on the downbeat of the first measure.
Unlike the A-section, there is little room for further generation of kwadum
variations by modification of these motifs; the kwadum must continue to “land on
it” for the dancers. The below notation contains three motifs in isolation; fully
transcribed versions are in Appendix VI. Motif B-3 is a standard “break” in the
Kete repertoire, often used to cue dancers to change movements in pedagogical
choreographies of Kete82.

Figure 79. Kwadum Motifs for B-Section: “Landing on the Beat”.

“Digging Inside” (Tutu Mu) – Like the A-section, the B-section of
Kuakuanisuo also contains a subset of “Digging Inside” parts. Typically played
when the tempo is increasing and the music is heating up, the kwadum simply
omits its loud “ka” strokes and replaces them with rests. With only four strokes
per measure, this part allows the kwadum player to conserve energy.

82

The term “break” borrowed from West African djembe pedagogy. Eric Charry defines “break”
in Mande Music: “[...] vigorous solo dancing is finished off with one of several cadence patterns,
called tigeli (cutting, breaking) in Bamana, “break” in English, or bloquage in French. The break
is a signal for the dancer to end [...]” (Charry 223).
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Figure 80. Kuakuanisuo B-Section: "Digging Inside" - Basic Kwadum Part

The framework for B-section: “Digging Inside” (Tutu Mu), resembles the
framework of the B-section basic part, the main difference being that the “ka”
strokes used to mark time in the basic are replaced with rests that function as
“potholes” to let the support parts shine through. Similar to the basic B-section
part, motifs can be inserted into the second measure to create a resolution on the
downbeat of the first measure (see Appendix VII).

Figure 81. Framework for B-Section: "Digging Inside"

The “potholes” in the “Digging Inside” subset of B-section parts create a
space for all of the support drums, but particularly open a window for the
apentema response to shine through. The bounce strokes of kwadum and
apentema create a tightly interlocking dialogue (Figure 82). During the B-section
of Kuakuanisuo, the apentema simultaneously holds two conversations, one with
the kwadum on its right hand side, and another with the petia on its left hand side.
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Figure 82. Kwadum & Apentema Dialogue for B-Section: “Digging Inside”.

Kwadum: Lead Drum Parts for Dancers
While virtually all lead drum parts in Kete serve to accompany dance,
there are some that have especially direct correlations to particular preset dance
movements. One of these parts that can be employed in Kuakuanisuo is the
“intensification”, a movement where the dancer exercises particularly advanced,
intricate footwork83. While the kwadum has a preset part that accompanies this
dance movement, either the kwadum player or the dancer can begin the
performance of this intensification. After all, as Agawu says, “[…] dancers are
not merely consumers of what is handed to them by drummers; they can actually
affect the mood and progress of the dance drumming” (Agawu 2016: 185). After
repeating the intensification for several cycles, the lead drummer plays a break to
cue the dancer out of the intensification. Often times, as in the notation below, a
drum roll follows the break before going back to the A- or B-sections of
Kuakuanisuo. While there are many breaks and many drum rolls that can be
played, the following example is transcribed from a 6 Sep. 2011 private drum
lesson with Attah Poku at the Centre for National Culture in Kumasi (A. Poku
lesson 6 Sep. 2011).

83

Terminology “intensification” borrowed from the pedagogy of royal hartigan.
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Figure 83. Kuakuanisuo Kwadum Intensification (transcribed from A. Poku private lesson, Sep. 2011).

PART FIVE: ESSENTIAL UNILINEAL THEME
Kete Ensemble: Essential Unilineal Theme
The essential unilineal theme – a term coined by Nzewi – describes the
melodic essence of an African drum ensemble piece (Nzewi 1997: 39). In Asante,
the essential unilineal theme is often the focal point of a Kete drummer’s
understanding of a Kete piece. When talking about any given Kete piece,
drummers often sing a melorhythmic representation of the resultant ensemble
sound – usually containing segments of bounce-stroke motifs from kwadum,
apentema, petia, and aburukuwa. According to Ofori, the essential unilineal theme
would likely be an Asante drummer’s introduction to a new piece of Kete. Rather
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than showing exact strokes on a given drum, a teacher or senior drummer would
typically sing the essential unilineal theme and expect the drummer to be able to
extract their individual part (M. Ofori, pers. comm. 30 Jun. 2017).
Below is my own rendering of the essential unilineal theme of
Kuakuanisuo. In this version, all “gɛ/dɛn” bounce strokes on kwadum have
priority, followed by all “pe/ten” apentema strokes responding to the kwadum’s
resolution point, then by several petia bounce strokes that fill the gap at the
beginning of the second measure.

Figure 84. Kuakuanisuo Essential Unilineal Theme.

Conclusion: Kuakuanisuo Score
Below is a summary of the above analysis paired with a full score of
Kuakuanisuo. The layout of staves on the score reflects the physical arrangement
of instruments in the Kete ensemble to highlight dialogues between adjacent
instruments.
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Figure 85. Kuakuanisuo Score (A-Section).
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Ntorowa
•

Ntorowa Part – signature Asante part: upbeats of 2, 3, and 4.

•

Meter – syncopated and highly motile in relation to underlying 12/8 meter.

•

Phrasing – same starting point as standard Kete dawuro phrase shape;
ending point of ntrowa phrase is starting point for ntwamu phrase; all three
ntrowa strokes align with ntwamu phrase.

•

Dawuro & Ntorowa as Timeline – I argue that the composite parts of
dawuro and ntorowa constitute the timeline, as defined by Nketia in 1963.

Donno
•

Donno Part – standard two-stroke basic part used for many Kete pieces.

•

2-Feel & Dawuro Phrases – first strokes align with beginning of standard
dawuro (2.2) and ntwamu (4.2) phrases, second strokes align with 2-feel.

Petia
•

Petia Part – standard part for most fast tempo Kete pieces.

•

2-Feel – petia phrase resolves to each dotted half-note of the 2-feel.

•

12/8 Meter & Dawuro Phrases – In Poku’s sticking, right hand plays
underlying 4-feel of 12/8, left hand aligns with starting points of standard
dawuro (2.2) and ntwamu (4.2) phrase shapes.

•

Donno – every donno stroke aligns with a petia stroke

Aburukuwa
•

Aburukuwa Part – unique to Kuakuanisuo in Kete repertoire; same as
atataa part for the Fɛntɛmfrɛm piece Nnawea.
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•

2-Feel – entirely syncopated in relation to 2-feel; aburukuwa tones/timbres
divide measure in half.

•

Response to Kwadum – bounce stroke motif “ke ten, ke ten” serves as
response to kwadum resolution point.

•

Microtiming – differing approaches to transcription; further study needed.

Apentema
•

Apentema Part – similar to aburukuwa; responds to kwadum.

•

Meter – exclusively syncopated in relation to underlying 12/8 meter; same
rhythm as Ewe kagan.

•

B-Section Response – apentema “pe/ten” strokes off beats 1 and 3.

•

Apentema & Petia Dialogue – apentema simultaneously plays in
conversation with petia (left side) and kwadum (right side).

Kwadum
•

Basic Kwadum Part – two measure phrase, relatively on-beat, starts on
downbeat.

•

Resolution Points – Kwadum parts based around two-stroke resolution
point leading to the halfway point of the measure (Moses).

•

Form
o A-Section: “Mainline”
o A-Section: “Digging Inside” (Tutu Mu)
o B-Section: “Landing on the Beat” (Nsisisoɔ)
o B-Section: “Digging Inside” (Tutu Mu)
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•

Generative Composition of Variations – within the form of each section,
motifs inserted and modified through ornamentation, segmentation,
repetition, etc (Agawu, Locke).

•

Parts for Dance – Intensification and break explicitly matched with
specific dance movements.

•

Essential Unilineal Theme – Melorhythmic essence of Kuakuanisuo
includes kwadum, apentema, and petia (Nzewi).
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CONCLUSION
This project seeks to advance the existing musical analysis of Asante Kete
drumming as compiled by Nketia, Koetting, Anku, and Younge. Seeking to zoom
out from Koetting’s close look at alignment of instrumental parts, this works aims
to address theoretical topics of meter, feel, and phrasing. In future studies,
scholars could zoom out one further level to examine the musical and extramusical factors influencing linear progression of kwadum lead drumming, as well
as the linear development of individual support parts, and the ensemble as a
whole.

Nananom Nie: Literature Review
Chapter One examines the works of the forefathers (nananom) of Kete
scholarship: Rattray, Nketia, Koetting, Kaminski, Younge, and Ampene. This
chapter serves as the first substantial synthesis of Kete literature, and lays a
foundation of fundamental information on Kete upon which the subsequent
chapters build. The literature review itself is a significant resource for any scholar
or student seeking to learn about Kete. In one single 25-page chapter, a researcher
can learn about a majority of the Kete-centered publications of the past 100 years,
full of citations to follow whenever further information is wanted. The literature
review – unique of its kind to my knowledge in Asante repertoire studies – serves
as an educational resource, giving background information to prepare students for
their Kete studies in Ghana or abroad.
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“Posini Atia Me Nan So”: Meter, Feel, and Phrasing in the Kete Dawuro
While my previous writing focused on the documentation of Kete and its
translation into written notation (Paulding 2015: 156-185) or onto drumset
(Paulding 2014: 46-47), this chapter displays my first earnest attempt to move
beyond presentation into analysis of Ghanaian dance drumming music. Inspired
by studies such as Locke’s “The Time” chapter in Drum Gahu, this chapter seeks
to lay a theoretical foundation for the understanding of Kete dance-drumming
through a close look at the bell pattern – in this case, the iron dawuro. This
dawuro study yields five frameworks for analysis of Kete drumming, to be
deployed in the final chapter: 1) Twi dawuro text, 2) 12/8 meter, 3) 2-feel 4)
standard Kete dawuro phrase shape, and 5) ntwamu phrase shape.

Kuakuanisuo: An Analytical Approach to Poku’s Standard Version
Chapter Three attempts to utilize the frameworks from Chapter Two to
conduct an analysis of one Kete drumming piece – Kuakuanisuo – as learned
from Attah Poku. This chapter should serve as an early example of what an
analysis of a Kete drumming piece could look like. If this analysis proves fruitful,
then other Kete pieces – as well as other Asante styles – can be analyzed through
this framework. Among the findings of the analysis: the petia part links the
offbeat starting points of both dawuro phrase shapes (2.2 & 4.2) with the
underlying 12/8 meter, and the tones and timbres of the aburukuwa divide each
measure into the two dotted half-notes of the 2-feel, and the apentema part plays
all eight upbeats in relation to the 12/8 meter. Additionally, the kwadum creates
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additional variations by embellishing pre-composed motifs with the processes of
generative composition articulated by Agawu and Locke.

Future Research
If this project has built on the existing literature to address issues of meter,
feel, and phrasing, then what is next? The next step, I think, is transcription and
analysis of actual Kete performances, with focus on the aesthetic and extramusical factors influencing linear progression in kwadum drumming. While this
study has sought to zoom out from Koetting’s close look at instrumental
alignment to address issues of meter, feel, and phrasing as expressed in individual
instrumental parts, and individual lead drum variations, further zooming out is
needed to examine the broader progression of each individual part over the course
of a performance. Agawu reminds us that these “finely chiseled rhythmic
patterns” do not exist on their own, but are arranged and “manipulated in
accordance with precise structural and aesthetic goals” (Agawu 2016: 184). Such
a study could examine the artistry of professional Kete players such as Attah
Poku, remembering Agawu’s advice that “highly skilled individuals [use their
leading drum to] think, play, tease, amuse, impress, and even deceive” (Agawu
2016: 185).
After analyzing performances by single groups or performers, the next
step in the literature could be comparison of Kete performances of the same
pieces by various drummers and various groups. In my fieldwork in Ghana, I
often witnessed skilled Kete players able to name the Kete group or individual
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kwadum player from hearing only a short segment of an audio recording, having
no prior knowledge of the group or kwadum player. Future studies could examine
what gives a player or a group their signature sound within a given Kete piece or
the larger Kete repertoire as a role.
Finally, related to the issue of individual style – a question that has long
intrigued me in my studies of Kete: where does inherited knowledge end and
personal style begin? During my fieldwork in Ghana, for example, I recorded
seven Kete groups performing Kuakuanisuo. While all seven displayed core
musical similarities, each group performed their own unique rendition, not one of
which was the same. What are the core elements that make Kuakuanisuo
Kuakuanisuo? How much room is there for individual style in each one of Kete’s
seven instruments? What musical and extra-musical factors make a given
ensemble unique? And to what extents are there regional styles of Kete in various
geographic areas of the Ashanti Region? Addressing such questions, it seems,
would help create a more complete and holistic musical analysis of Kete
drumming, focused on delineating shared common repertoire, regional style, and
extent for individual agency, style, and improvisation.
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Appendix I – Twi Dawuro Text
As learned from Stephen Osei Poku (AKA Pala)
Full Twi Text
Opolisini atia me nan so
English Translation
The police officer stepped on my foot

Twi
Opolisini84
Atia
Me
Nan
So

Word-By-Word Translation
English
Police officer
Stepped
My
Foot
On

Notation with Full Twi Text

Notation with Shortened Twi Text

84

Opolosini is the Twi adaptation of the English “police officer”.
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Appendix II – Kete Dawuro Catalogue
As learned from Attah Poku85

85

With two exceptions: 1) Twi dawuro text learned from Stephen Opoku, and 2) the Twi term
“ntwamu” learned from Michael Ofori.
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Appendix III – Kete Nnawuro Mmienu in Context of Asante Repertoire
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Appendix IV – A-Section Kwadum Variations
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Appendix V – A-Section: “Digging Inside”
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Appendix VI – B-Section Kwadum Variations
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Appendix VII – B-Section: “Digging Inside”
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Appendix VIII – Kuakuanisuo Kwadum Transcription #1
From Lesson with Attah Poku
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Appendix IX – Kuakuanisuo Kwadum Transcription #2
From Lesson with Attah Poku
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Appendix X – Kuakuanisuo Kwadum Transcription #3
From Lesson with Attah Poku
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Appendix XI – Excerpt of Ankaase Ensemble Transcription
Ankaase Kete Group86
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Donno not transcribed.
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Appendix XII – Excerpt of Ankaase Kwadum Transcription
Daniel Opoku from Ankaase Kete Group
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